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7s start ST- 

STABBED ABBDEST STAB, to pierce with pointed weapon [v] 

STABBER ABBERST one that stabs (to pierce with pointed weapon) [n -S] 

STABILE ABEILST stationary abstract sculpture [n -S] 

STABLED ABDELST STABLE, to put in stable (shelter for domestic animals) [v] 

STABLER ABELRST STABLE, resistant to sudden change or position or condition [adj] / one that keeps stable [n -S] 

STABLES ABELSST STABLE, to put in stable (shelter for domestic animals) [v] 

STACKED ACDEKST STACK, to pile (to lay one upon other) [v] 

STACKER ACEKRST one that stacks (to pile (to lay one upon other)) [n -S] 

STACKUP ACKPSTU arrangement of circling airplanes over airport waiting to land [n -S] 

STACTES ACESSTT STACTE, spice used by ancient Jews in making incense [n] 

STADDLE ADDELST platform on which hay is stacked [n -S] 

STADIAS AADISST STADIA, method of surveying distances [n] 

STADIUM ADIMSTU structure in which athletic events are held [n -S] 

STAFFED ADEFFST STAFF, to provide with staff (body of assistants) [v] 

STAFFER AEFFRST member of staff [n -S] 

STAGERS AEGRSST STAGER, experienced person [n] 

STAGGED ADEGGST STAG, to attend social function without female companion [v] 

STAGGER AEGGRST to walk or stand unsteadily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STAGGIE AEGGIST colt (young male horse) [n -S] 

STAGIER AEGIRST STAGEY, stagy (having theatrical quality) [adj] / STAGY [adj] 

STAGILY AGILSTY in stagy (having theatrical quality) manner [adv] 

STAGING AGGINST temporary platform [n -S] / STAGE, to produce for public view [v] 

STAIDER ADEIRST STAID, sober and sedate [adj] 

STAIDLY ADILSTY STAID, sober and sedate [adv] 

STAINED ADEINST STAIN, to discolor or dirty [v] 

STAINER AEINRST one that stains (to discolor or dirty) [n -S] 

STAITHE AEHISTT wharf equipped for transferring coal from railroad cars into ships [n -S] 

STAKERS AEKRSST STAKER, one that marks off area with stakes [n] 

STAKING AGIKNST STAKE, to fasten with stake (pointed piece of wood or metal) [v] 

STALAGS AAGLSST STALAG, German prisoner-of-war camp [n] 

STALELY AELLSTY STALE, not fresh (new (existing only short time)) [adv] 

STALEST AELSSTT STALE, not fresh (new (existing only short time)) [adj] 

STALING AGILNST STALE, to become stale [v] 

STALKED ADEKLST STALK, to pursue stealthily [v] 

STALKER AEKLRST one that stalks (to pursue stealthily) [n -S] 

STALLED ADELLST STALL, to stop progress of [v] 

STAMENS AEMNSST STAMEN, pollen-bearing organ of flowering plants [n] 

STAMINA AAIMNST endurance [n -S] 

STAMMEL AELMMST red color [n -S] 

STAMMER AEMMRST to speak with involuntary breaks and pauses [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STAMPED ADEMPST STAMP, to bring foot down heavily [v] 

STAMPER AEMPRST one that stamps (to bring foot down heavily) [n -S] 

STANCES ACENSST STANCE, manner of standing [n] 

STANDBY ABDNSTY one that can be relied on [n -S] 

STANDEE ADEENST one who stands because of lack of seats [n -S] 
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STANDER ADENRST one that stands (to assume or maintain upright position) [n -S] 

STANDUP ADNPSTU comic monologue by performer alone on stage [n -S] 

STANGED ADEGNST STANG, to sting (to prick painfully) [v] 

STANINE AEINNST one of nine classes into which set of scores are divided [n -S] 

STANING AGINNST STANE, to stone (to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter)) [v] 

STANNIC ACINNST pertaining to tin [adj] 

STANNUM AMNNSTU tin [n -S] 

STANOLS ALNOSST STANOL, fully saturated phytosterol [n] 

STANZAS AANSSTZ STANZA, division of poem [n] 

STAPLED ADELPST STAPLE, to fasten by means of U-shaped metal loop [v] 

STAPLER AELPRST stapling device [n -S] 

STAPLES AELPSST STAPLE, to fasten by means of U-shaped metal loop [v] 

STARCHY ACHRSTY containing starch [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STARDOM ADMORST status of preeminent performer [n -S] 

STARERS AERRSST STARER, one that stares (to gaze fixedly) [n] 

STARETS AERSSTT spiritual adviser in Eastern Orthodox Church [n -RTSY] 

STARING AGINRST STARE, to gaze fixedly [v] 

STARKER AEKRRST STARK, harsh in appearance [adj] 

STARKLY AKLRSTY STARK, harsh in appearance [adv] 

STARLET AELRSTT small star [n -S] 

STARLIT AILRSTT lighted by stars [adj] 

STARRED ADERRST STAR, to shine as star (natural luminous body visible in sky) [v] 

STARTED ADERSTT START, to set out [v] 

STARTER AERRSTT one that starts (to set out) [n -S] 

STARTLE AELRSTT to frighten or surprise suddenly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STARTUP APRSTTU act of starting something [n -S] 

STARVED ADERSTV STARVE, to die from lack of food [v] 

STARVER AERRSTV one that starves (to die from lack of food) [n -S] 

STARVES AERSSTV STARVE, to die from lack of food [v] 

STASHED ADEHSST STASH, to store in secret place [v] 

STASHES AEHSSST STASH, to store in secret place [v] 

STATANT AANSTTT standing with all feet on ground -- used of heraldic animal [adj] 

STATELY AELSTTY dignified [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

STATERS AERSSTT STATER, one that states (to set forth in words) [n] 

STATICE ACEISTT flowering plant [n -S] 

STATICS ACISSTT STATIC, random noise produced in radio or television receiver [n] 

STATING AGINSTT STATE, to set forth in words [v] 

STATINS AINSSTT STATIN, any of class of drugs that reduce serum cholesterol levels [n] 

STATION AINOSTT to assign to position [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STATISM AIMSSTT theory of government [n -S] 

STATIST AISSTTT adherent of statism (theory of government) [n -S] 

STATIVE AEISTTV verb that expresses condition [n -S] 

STATORS AORSSTT STATOR, part of machine about which rotor revolves [n] 

STATUED ADESTTU STATUE, three-dimensional work of art [adj] 

STATUES AESSTTU STATUE, three-dimensional work of art [n] 

STATURE AERSTTU natural height of human or animal body [n -S]  
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STATUSY ASSTTUY conferring prestige (distinction or reputation in eyes of people) [adj] 

STATUTE AESTTTU law enacted by legislative branch of government [n -S] 

STAUNCH ACHNSTU firm and dependable [adj -ER, -EST] / to stanch (to stop flow of blood from) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

STAVING AGINSTV STAVE, to drive or thrust away [v] 

STAYERS AERSSTY STAYER, one that stays (to continue in place or condition) [n] 

STAYING AGINSTY STAY, to continue in place or condition [v] 

STEADED ADDEEST STEAD, to be of advantage to [v] 

STEALER AEELRST one that steals (to take without right or permission) [n -S] 

STEALTH AEHLSTT stealthy procedure [n -S] 

STEAMED ADEEMST STEAM, to expose to steam (water in form of vapor) [v] 

STEAMER AEEMRST to travel by steamship [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STEAMIE AEEIMST steamed hot dog [n -S] 

STEARIC ACEIRST STEARIN, solid portion of fat [adj] 

STEARIN AEINRST solid portion of fat [n -S] 

STEEKED DEEEKST STEEK, to shut (to close (to block against entry or passage)) [v] 

STEELED DEEELST STEEL, to cover with steel (tough iron alloy) [v] 

STEELIE EEEILST steel playing marble [n -S] 

STEEPED DEEEPST STEEP, to soak in liquid [v] 

STEEPEN EEENPST to make steep [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STEEPER EEEPRST STEEP, inclined sharply [adj] / one that steeps (to soak in liquid) [n -S] 

STEEPLE EEELPST to place fingers or hands in form of steeple [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STEEPLY EELPSTY in steep (inclined sharply) manner [adv] 

STEERED DEEERST STEER, to direct course of [v] 

STEERER EEERRST one that steers (to direct course of) [n -S] 

STEEVED DEEESTV STEEVE, to stow in hold of ship [v] 

STEEVES EEESSTV STEEVE, to stow in hold of ship [v] 

STELENE EEELNST STELA, inscribed slab used as monument [adj] 

STELLAR AELLRST pertaining to stars [adj] 

STELLAS AELLSST STELLA, formerly used coin of United States [n] 

STEMMAS AEMMSST STEMMA, scroll recording genealogy of family in ancient Rome [n] 

STEMMED DEEMMST STEM, to remove stems (ascending axes of plant) from [v] 

STEMMER EEMMRST one that removes stems [n -S] 

STEMSON EMNOSST supporting timber of ship [n -S] 

STENCHY CEHNSTY having stench (foul odor) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STENCIL CEILNST to mark by means of perforated sheet of material [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

STENGAH AEGHNST mixed drink [n -S] 

STENOKY EKNOSTY ability of organism to live only under narrow range of conditions [n -KIES] 

STENTOR ENORSTT person having very loud voice [n -S] 

STEPDAD ADDEPST stepfather [n -S] 

STEPMOM EMMOPST stepmother [n -S] 

STEPPED DEEPPST STEP, to move by lifting foot and setting it down in another place [v] 

STEPPER EEPPRST one that steps (to move by lifting foot and setting it down in another place) [n -S] 

STEPPES EEPPSST STEPPE, vast treeless plain [n] 

STEPSON ENOPSST son of one's spouse by former marriage [n -S] 

STERANE AEENRST chemical compound [n -S] 

STEREOS EEORSST STEREO, to make type of printing plate [v] 
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STERILE EEILRST incapable of producing offspring [adj] 

STERLET EELRSTT small sturgeon [n -S] 

STERNAL AELNRST pertaining to sternum (long, flat supporting bone of most vertebrates) [adj] 

STERNED DEENRST STERN, rear part of ship [adj] 

STERNER EENRRST STERN, unyielding (not yielding (to give up)) [adj] 

STERNLY ELNRSTY in stern (unyielding (not yielding (yield))) manner [adv] 

STERNUM EMNRSTU long, flat supporting bone of most vertebrates [n -NA, -S] 

STEROID DEIORST type of chemical compound [n -S] 

STEROLS ELORSST STEROL, type of solid alcohol [n] 

STERTOR EORRSTT deep snoring sound [n -S] 

STETSON ENOSSTT trademark [n -S] 

STETTED DEESTTT STET, to cancel previously made printing correction [v] 

STEVIAS AEISSTV STEVIA, South American herb with sweet-tasting leaves [n] 

STEWARD ADERSTW to manage (to control or direct) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STEWBUM BEMSTUW drunken bum (vagrant) [n -S] 

STEWING EGINSTW STEW, to cook by boiling slowly [v] 

STEWPAN AENPSTW pan used for stewing [n -S] 

STEWPOT EOPSTTW large pot for stewing [n -S] 

STHENIA AEHINST excessive energy [n -S] 

STHENIC CEHINST STHENIA, excessive energy [adj] 

STIBIAL ABIILST pertaining to stibium (antimony (metallic element)) [adj] 

STIBINE BEIINST poisonous gas [n -S] 

STIBIUM BIIMSTU antimony (metallic element) [n -S] 

STICHIC CCHIIST STICH, line of poetry [adj] 

STICKED CDEIKST STICK, to pierce with pointed object [v] 

STICKER CEIKRST to attach adhesive label to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STICKIE CEIIKST sticky (slip of notepaper having adhesive strip on back) [n -S] 

STICKIT CIIKSTT unsuccessful (not successful) [adj] 

STICKLE CEIKLST to argue stubbornly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STICKUM CIKMSTU substance that causes adhesion [n -S] 

STICKUP CIKPSTU robbery at gunpoint [n -S] 

STIFFED DEFFIST STIFF, to cheat someone by not paying [v] 

STIFFEN EFFINST to make stiff [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STIFFER EFFIRST STIFF, difficult to bend or stretch [adj] 

STIFFIE EFFIIST offensive word [n -S] 

STIFFLY FFILSTY in stiff (difficult to bend or stretch) manner [adv] 

STIFLED DEFILST STIFLE, to smother (to prevent from breathing) [v] 

STIFLER EFILRST one that stifles (to smother (to prevent from breathing)) [n -S] 

STIFLES EFILSST STIFLE, to smother (to prevent from breathing) [v] 

STIGMAL AGILMST STIGMA, mark of disgrace [adj] 

STIGMAS AGIMSST STIGMA, mark of disgrace [n] 

STILLED DEILLST STILL, to make still [v] 

STILLER EILLRST STILL, free from sound or motion [adj] 

STILTED DEILSTT STILT, to raise on stilts (long, slender poles) [v] 

STIMIED DEIIMST STIMY, to stymie (to thwart (to prevent accomplishment of)) [v] 

STIMIES EIIMSST STIMY, to stymie (to thwart (to prevent accomplishment of)) [v] 
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STINGER EGINRST one that stings (to prick painfully) [n -S] 

STINGES EGINSST STINGE, mean or stingy person [n] 

STINGOS GINOSST STINGO, strong ale or beer [n] 

STINKER EIKNRST one that stinks (to emit foul odor) [n -S] 

STINTED DEINSTT STINT, to limit (to restrict (to keep within certain boundaries)) [v] 

STINTER EINRSTT one that stints (to limit (to restrict)) [n -S] 

STIPELS EILPSST STIPEL, small stipule [n] 

STIPEND DEINPST fixed sum of money paid periodically [n -S] 

STIPPLE EILPPST to draw, paint, or engrave by means of dots or short touches [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STIPULE EILPSTU appendage at base of leaf in certain plants [n -S] 

STIRPES EIPRSST STIRPS, STIRP, lineage (direct descent from ancestor) [n] 

STIRRED DEIRRST STIR, to pass implement through in circular motions [v] 

STIRRER EIRRRST one that stirs (to pass implement through in circular motions) [n -S] 

STIRRUP IPRRSTU support for foot of horseman [n -S] 

STIVERS EIRSSTV STIVER, formerly used Dutch coin [n] 

STOBBED BBDEOST STOB, to stab (to pierce with pointed weapon) [v] 

STOCKED CDEKOST STOCK, to keep for future sale or use [v] 

STOCKER CEKORST young animal suitable for being fattened for market [n -S] 

STODGED DDEGOST STODGE, to stuff full with food [v] 

STODGES DEGOSST STODGE, to stuff full with food [v] 

STOGEYS EGOSSTY STOGEY, stogy (long, slender cigar) [n] 

STOGIES EGIOSST STOGIE, stogy (long, slender cigar) [n] / STOGY [n] 

STOICAL ACILOST STOIC, one who is indifferent to pleasure or pain [adj] 

STOKERS EKORSST STOKER, one that stokes (to supply furnace with fuel) [n] 

STOKING GIKNOST STOKE, to supply furnace with fuel [v] 

STOLLEN ELLNOST sweet bread [n -S] 

STOLONS LNOOSST STOLON, type of plant stem [n] 

STOMACH ACHMOST to tolerate (to allow without active opposition) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STOMATA AAMOSTT STOMA, minute opening in epidermis of plant organ [n] 

STOMATE AEMOSTT stoma (minute opening in epidermis of plant organ) [n -S] 

STOMPED DEMOPST STOMP, to tread heavily [v] 

STOMPER EMOPRST one that stomps (to tread heavily) [n -S] 

STONERS ENORSST STONER, one that stones (to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter)) [n] 

STONIER EINORST STONEY, stony (abounding in stones) [adj] / STONY [adj] 

STONILY ILNOSTY in stony (abounding in stones) manner [adv] 

STONING GINNOST STONE, to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter) [v] 

STONISH HINOSST to astonish (to fill with sudden wonder or surprise) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

STONKED DEKNOST STONK, to bombard with artillery fire [v] 

STONKER EKNORST something very large or impressive of its kind [n -S] 

STOOGED DEGOOST STOOGE, to act as comedian's straight man [v] 

STOOGES EGOOSST STOOGE, to act as comedian's straight man [v] 

STOOKED DEKOOST STOOK, to stack (as bundles of grain) upright in field for drying [v] 

STOOKER EKOORST one that stooks (to stack (as bundles of grain) upright in field for drying) [n -S] 

STOOLED DELOOST STOOL, to defecate (to discharge feces) [v] 

STOOLIE EILOOST informer (one that informs (to supply with information)) [n -S] 

STOOPED DEOOPST STOOP, to bend body forward and down [v] 
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STOOPER EOOPRST one that stoops (to bend body forward and down) [n -S] 

STOPERS EOPRSST STOPER, one that stopes (to excavate in layers, as ore) [n] 

STOPGAP AGOPPST temporary substitute [n -S] 

STOPING GINOPST process of excavating in layers [n -S] / STOPE, to excavate in layers, as ore [v] 

STOPOFF FFOOPST stopover (brief stop in course of journey) [n -S] 

STOPPED DEOPPST STOP, to discontinue progress or motion of [v] 

STOPPER EOPPRST to plug (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STOPPLE ELOPPST to stopper (to plug (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole))) [v  -D, -LING, -S] 

STORAGE AEGORST place for storing [n -S] 

STORERS EORRSST STORER, one that stores (to put away for future use) [n] 

STOREYS EORSSTY STOREY, horizontal division of building [n] 

STORIED DEIORST STORY, to relate as story (account of event or series of events) [v] 

STORIES EIORSST STORY, to relate as story (account of event or series of events) [v] 

STORING GINORST STORE, to put away for future use [v] 

STORMED DEMORST STORM, to blow violently [v] 

STOTINS INOSSTT STOTIN, former monetary unit of Slovenia [n] 

STOTTED DEOSTTT STOT, to bound with stiff-legged gait [v] / STOTT [v] 

STOUNDS DNOSSTU STOUND, to ache (to suffer dull, continuous pain) [v] 

STOURES EORSSTU STOURE, stour (dust) [n] 

STOURIE EIORSTU stoury (dusty (full of dust)) [adj] 

STOUTEN ENOSTTU to make stout [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STOUTER EORSTTU STOUT, fat (having abundance of flesh) [adj] 

STOUTLY LOSTTUY in stout (fat (having abundance of flesh)) manner [adv] 

STOVERS EORSSTV STOVER, coarse food for cattle [n] 

STOVING GINOSTV STOVE, STAVE, to drive or thrust away [v] 

STOWAGE AEGOSTW goods in storage [n -S] 

STOWING GINOSTW STOW, to pack (to put into receptacle for transportation or storage) [v] 

STRAFED ADEFRST STRAFE, to attack with machine-gun fire from airplane [v] 

STRAFER AEFRRST one that strafes (to attack with machine-gun fire from airplane) [n -S] 

STRAFES AEFRSST STRAFE, to attack with machine-gun fire from airplane [v] 

STRAINS AINRSST STRAIN, to exert to utmost [v] 

STRAITS AIRSSTT STRAIT, narrow waterway connecting two larger bodies of water [n] 

STRAKED ADEKRST STRAKE, line of planking extending along ship's hull [adj] 

STRAKES AEKRSST STRAKE, line of planking extending along ship's hull [n] 

STRANDS ADNRSST STRAND, to leave in unfavorable situation [v] 

STRANGE AEGNRST unusual or unfamiliar [adj -R, -ST] / fundamental quark [n -S] 

STRAPPY APPRSTY having straps [adj -PPIER, -PPIEST] 

STRATAL AALRSTT pertaining to stratum (layer of material) [adj] 

STRATAS AARSSTT STRATA, STRATUM, layer of material [n] 

STRATHS AHRSSTT STRATH, wide river valley [n] 

STRATUM AMRSTTU layer of material [n -TA, -S] 

STRATUS ARSSTTU type of cloud [n -TI, -ES] 

STRAWED ADERSTW STRAW, to cover with straw (stalks of threshed grain) [v] 

STRAYED ADERSTY STRAY, to wander from proper area or course [v] 

STRAYER AERRSTY one that strays (to wander from proper area or course) [n -S] 

STREAKS AEKRSST STREAK, to cover with streaks (long, narrow marks) [v] 
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STREAKY AEKRSTY covered with streaks [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

STREAMS AEMRSST STREAM, to flow in steady current [v] 

STREAMY AEMRSTY streaming [adj -MIER, -MIEST] 

STREEKS EEKRSST STREEK, to stretch (to draw out or open to full length) [v] 

STREELS EELRSST STREEL, to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

STREETS EERSSTT STREET, public thoroughfare [n] 

STRETCH CEHRSTT to draw out or open to full length [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STRETTA AERSTTT stretto (concluding musical passage played at faster tempo) [n -S, -TTE] 

STRETTO EORSTTT concluding musical passage played at faster tempo [n -TTI, -S] 

STREWED DEERSTW STREW, to scatter about [v] 

STREWER EERRSTW one that strews (to scatter about) [n -S] 

STRIATE AEIRSTT to mark with striae [v -D, -TING, -S] 

STRICKS CIKRSST STRICK, bunch of flax fibers [n] 

STRIDER DEIRRST one that strides (to walk with long steps) [n -S] 

STRIDES DEIRSST STRIDE, to walk with long steps [v] 

STRIDOR DIORRST strident sound [n -S] 

STRIFES EFIRSST STRIFE, bitter conflict or dissension [n] 

STRIGIL GIILRST scraping instrument [n -S] 

STRIKER EIKRRST one that strikes (to hit forcibly) [n -S] 

STRIKES EIKRSST STRIKE, to hit forcibly [v] 

STRINES EINRSST STRINE, English as spoken in Australia [n] 

STRINGS GINRSST STRING, to provide with strings (slender cords) [v] 

STRINGY GINRSTY resembling string or strings [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

STRIPED DEIPRST STRIPE, to mark with stripes (long, distinct bands) [v] 

STRIPER EIPRRST food and game fish [n -S] 

STRIPES EIPRSST STRIPE, to mark with stripes (long, distinct bands) [v] 

STRIPEY EIPRSTY stripy (marked with stripes) [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

STRIVED DEIRSTV STRIVE, to exert much effort or energy [v] 

STRIVEN EINRSTV STRIVE, to exert much effort or energy [v] 

STRIVER EIRRSTV one that strives (to exert much effort or energy) [n -S] 

STRIVES EIRSSTV STRIVE, to exert much effort or energy [v] 

STROBED BDEORST STROBE, to produce brief, high-intensity flashes of light [v] 

STROBES BEORSST STROBE, to produce brief, high-intensity flashes of light [v] 

STROBIC BCIORST spinning [adj] 

STROBIL BILORST strobile (conical, multiple fruit of certain trees) [n -S] 

STROKED DEKORST STROKE, to rub gently [v] 

STROKER EKORRST one that strokes (to rub gently) [n -S] 

STROKES EKORSST STROKE, to rub gently [v] 

STROLLS LLORSST STROLL, to walk in leisurely manner [v] 

STROMAL ALMORST STROMA, substance that forms framework of organ or cell [adj] 

STROPHE EHOPRST part of ancient Greek choral ode [n -S] 

STROPPY OPPRSTY unruly (difficult to control) [adj -PPIER, -PPIEST] 

STROUDS DORSSTU STROUD, coarse woolen blanket [n] 

STROWED DEORSTW STROW, to strew (to scatter about) [v] 

STROYED DEORSTY STROY, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

STROYER EORRSTY one that stroys (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [n -S] 
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STRUDEL DELRSTU type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n -S] 

STRUMAE AEMRSTU STRUMA, scrofula (disease of lymph glands) [n] 

STRUMAS AMRSSTU STRUMA, scrofula (disease of lymph glands) [n] 

STRUNTS NRSSTTU STRUNT, to strut (to walk with pompous air) [v] 

STUBBED BBDESTU STUB, to strike accidentally against projecting object [v] 

STUBBLE BBELSTU short, rough growth of beard [n -S] 

STUBBLY BBLSTUY covered with stubble [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

STUCCOS CCOSSTU STUCCO, to coat with type of plaster [v] 

STUDDED DDDESTU STUD, to set thickly with small projections [v] 

STUDDIE DDEISTU anvil [n -S] 

STUDENT DENSTTU person formally engaged in learning [n -S] 

STUDIED DDEISTU STUDY, to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge [v] 

STUDIER DEIRSTU one that studies (to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge) [n -S] 

STUDIES DEISSTU STUDY, to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge [v] 

STUDIOS DIOSSTU STUDIO, artist's workroom [n] 

STUFFED DEFFSTU STUFF, to fill or pack tightly [v] 

STUFFER EFFRSTU one that stuffs (to fill or pack tightly) [n -S] 

STUIVER EIRSTUV stiver (formerly used Dutch coin) [n -S] 

STUMBLE BELMSTU to miss one's step in walking or running [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STUMMED DEMMSTU STUM, to increase fermentation of by adding grape juice [v] 

STUMPED DEMPSTU STUMP, to baffle (to confuse (to mix up mentally)) [v] 

STUMPER EMPRSTU baffling question [n -S] 

STUNNED DENNSTU STUN, to render senseless or incapable of action [v] 

STUNNER ENNRSTU one that stuns (to render senseless or incapable of action) [n -S] 

STUNTED DENSTTU STUNT, to hinder normal growth of [v] 

STUPEFY EFPSTUY to dull senses of [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

STUPIDS DIPSSTU STUPID, stupid person [n] 

STUPORS OPRSSTU STUPOR, state of reduced sensibility [n] 

STUTTER ERSTTTU to speak with spasmodic repetition [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STYGIAN AGINSTY gloomy (dismally dark) [adj] 

STYLATE AELSTTY bearing stylet (small, stiff organ or appendage of certain animals) [adj] 

STYLERS ELRSSTY STYLER, one that styles (to name (to give title to)) [n] 

STYLETS ELSSTTY STYLET, small, stiff organ or appendage of certain animals [n] 

STYLING GILNSTY way in which something is styled [n -S] / STYLE, to name (to give title to) [v] 

STYLISE EILSSTY to stylize (to make conventional) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

STYLISH HILSSTY fashionable [adj] 

STYLIST ILSSTTY one who is master of literary or rhetorical style [n -S] 

STYLITE EILSTTY early Christian ascetic [n -S]  

STYLIZE EILSTYZ to make conventional [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

STYLOID DILOSTY slender projection of bone [n -S] 

STYLOPS LOPSSTY insect that is parasite of other insects [n STYLOPS] 

STYMIED DEIMSTY STYMIE, to thwart (to prevent accomplishment of) [v] / STYMY [v] 

STYMIES EIMSSTY STYMIE, to thwart (to prevent accomplishment of) [v] / STYMY [v] 

STYPSIS IPSSSTY use of styptic [n -ES] 

STYPTIC CIPSTTY substance used to check bleeding [n -S] 

STYRENE EENRSTY liquid hydrocarbon [n -S] 
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7s contain -ST- 

ABSTAIN AABINST to refrain voluntarily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACCOSTS ACCOSST ACCOST, to approach and speak to first [v] 

ADJUSTS ADJSSTU ADJUST, to bring to more satisfactory state [v] 

AGEISTS AEGISST AGEIST, advocate of ageism [n] 

AGISTED ADEGIST AGIST, to feed and take care of for fee, as livestock [v] 

ALASTOR AALORST avenging deity in Greek tragedy [n -S] 

AMNESTY AEMNSTY to pardon (to release from liability for offense) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

APOSTIL AILOPST marginal note [n -S] 

APOSTLE AELOPST disciple sent forth by Christ to preach gospel [n -S]  

ARISTAE AAEIRST ARISTA, bristlelike structure or appendage [n] 

ARISTAS AAIRSST ARISTA, bristlelike structure or appendage [n] 

ARISTOS AIORSST ARISTO, aristocrat [n] 

AORISTS AIORSST AORIST, verb tense [n] 

ARTISTE AEIRSTT skilled public performer [n -S] 

ARTISTS AIRSSTT ARTIST, one who practices one of fine arts [n] 

ASSISTS AISSSST ASSIST, to give aid or support to [v] 

ASTANGA AAAGNST ashtanga (type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines)) [n -S] 

ASTASIA AAAISST inability to stand resulting from muscular incoordination [n -S] 

ASTATIC AACISTT unstable (not stable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition)) [adj] 

ASTERIA AAEIRST gemstone cut to exhibit asterism [n -S] 

ASTHENY AEHNSTY asthenia (lack of strength) [n -NIES] 

ASTHMAS AAHMSST ASTHMA, respiratory disease [n] 

ASTILBE ABEILST Asian perennial [n -S] 

ASTOUND ADNOSTU to amaze (to overwhelm with surprise or wonder) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ASTRALS AALRSST ASTRAL, type of oil lamp [n] 

ASTRICT ACIRSTT to restrict (to keep within certain boundaries) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ASTRIDE ADEIRST with one leg on each side [adv] 

ASTYLAR AALRSTY having no columns [adj] 

ATTESTS AESSTTT ATTEST, to affirm to be true or genuine [v] 

AUDISTS ADISSTU AUDIST, one that engages in audism [n]  

AURISTS AIRSSTU AURIST, specialist in diseases of ear [n] 

AUSTERE AEERSTU grave in disposition or appearance [adj -R, -ST] 

AUSTRAL AALRSTU former monetary unit of Argentina [n -ES, -S] 

AUTISTS AISSTTU AUTIST, autistic (one who is affected with autism) [n] 

BARISTA AABIRST one who makes and serves coffee to public [n -S] 

BASTARD AABDRST illegitimate child [n -S] 

BASTERS ABERSST BASTER, one that bastes (to sew loosely together) [n] 

BASTILE ABEILST bastille (prison) [n -S] 

BASTING ABGINST thread used by baster [n -S] / BASTE, to sew loosely together [v] 

BASTION ABINOST fortified place [n -S] 

BATISTE ABEISTT sheer fabric [n -S] 

BEASTIE ABEEIST tiny animal [n -S] 

BEASTLY ABELSTY resembling beast (animal (living organism typically capable of voluntary motion and sensation)) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

BEHESTS BEEHSST BEHEST, command [n] 
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BEMISTS BEIMSST BEMIST, to envelop in mist [v] 

BESTEAD ABDEEST to help (to give assistance to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESTIAL ABEILST pertaining to beasts (animal (living organism typically capable of voluntary motion and sensation)) [adj] 

BESTIES BEEISST BESTIE, best friend [n]  

BESTING BEGINST BEST, to outdo (to exceed in performance) [v] 

BESTIRS BEIRSST BESTIR, to rouse (to bring out of state of sleep or inactivity) [v] 

BESTOWS BEOSSTW BESTOW, to present as gift [v] 

BESTREW BEERSTW to scatter (to go or send in various directions) [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

BESTROW BEORSTW to bestrew (to scatter (to go or send in various directions)) [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

BESTUDS BDESSTU BESTUD, to dot (to cover with dots (tiny round marks)) [v] 

BHEESTY BEEHSTY water carrier [n -TIES] 

BHISTIE BEHIIST bheesty (water carrier) [n -S] 

BILSTED BDEILST hardwood tree [n -S] 

BISTATE ABEISTT pertaining to two states [adj] 

BISTERS BEIRSST BISTER, brown pigment [n] 

BISTORT BIORSTT perennial herb with roots used as astringents [n -S] 

BISTRED BDEIRST BISTRE, bister (brown pigment) [adj] 

BISTRES BEIRSST BISTRE, bister (brown pigment) [n] 

BISTROS BIORSST BISTRO, small tavern [n] 

BLASTED ABDELST BLAST, to use explosive [v] 

BLASTER ABELRST one that blasts (to use explosive) [n -S] 

BLASTIE ABEILST dwarf (extremely small person) [n -S] 

BLISTER BEILRST to cause blisters (skin swellings) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLUSTER BELRSTU to blow violently [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOASTED ABDEOST BOAST, to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds) [v] 

BOASTER ABEORST one that boasts (to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds)) [n -S] 

BOBSTAY ABBOSTY steadying rope [n -S] 

BOLSTER BELORST to support (to hold up or add strength to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOOSTED BDEOOST BOOST, to support (to hold up or add strength to) [v] 

BOOSTER BEOORST one that boosts (to support (to hold up or add strength to)) [n -S] 

BORSTAL ABLORST reformatory [n -S] 

BOSTONS BNOOSST BOSTON, card game [n] 

BREASTS ABERSST BREAST, to confront boldly [v] 

BRISTLE BEILRST to rise stiffly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BRISTLY BILRSTY stiffly erect [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

BRISTOL BILORST smooth cardboard [n -S] 

BROASTS ABORSST BROAST, to broil and roast food [v] 

BURSTED BDERSTU BURST, to break open suddenly or violently [v] 

BURSTER BERRSTU one that bursts (to break open suddenly or violently) [n -S] 

BUSTARD ABDRSTU game bird [n -S] 

BUSTEES BEESSTU BUSTEE, slum in India [n] 

BUSTERS BERSSTU BUSTER, one that breaks up something [n] 

BUSTICS BCISSTU BUSTIC, tropical tree [n] 

BUSTIER BEIRSTU BUSTY, full-bosomed [adj] / woman's undergarment [n -S] 

BUSTING BGINSTU BUST, to burst (to break open suddenly or violently) [v] 

BUSTLED BDELSTU BUSTLE, to move energetically [v] 
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BUSTLER BELRSTU one that bustles (to move energetically) [n -S] 

BUSTLES BELSSTU BUSTLE, to move energetically [v] 

CAESTUS ACESSTU cestus (belt or girdle) [n -ES] 

CANASTA AAACNST card game [n -S] 

CAPSTAN AACNPST machine used to hoist weights [n -S] 

CASTERS ACERSST CASTER, small, swiveling wheel [n] 

CASTING ACGINST something made in mold [n -S] / CAST, to throw with force [v] 

CASTLED ACDELST CASTLE, to make certain move in chess [v] 

CASTLES ACELSST CASTLE, to make certain move in chess [v] 

CASTOFF ACFFOST discarded person or thing [n -S] 

CASTORS ACORSST CASTOR, caster (small, swiveling wheel) [n] 

CAUSTIC ACCISTU corrosive substance [n -S] 

CELESTA ACEELST keyboard instrument [n -S] 

CELESTE CEEELST celesta (keyboard instrument) [n -S] 

CESTODE CDEEOST tapeworm (parasitic worm) [n -S] 

CESTOID CDEIOST cestode (tapeworm (parasitic worm)) [n -S] 

CHASTEN ACEHNST to chastise (to discipline by punishment) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHASTER ACEHRST CHASTE, morally pure [adj] 

CHESTED CDEEHST CHEST, part of body [adj] 

CHRISTY CHIRSTY skiing turn [n -TIES] 

CISTERN CEINRST water tank [n -S] 

CISTRON CINORST segment of DNA [n -S] 

CLASTIC ACCILST rock made up of other rocks [n -S] 

CLUSTER CELRSTU to form into cluster (group of similar objects) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLYSTER CELRSTY enema (liquid injected into rectum) [n -S] 

COASTAL AACLOST pertaining to or located near seashore [adj] 

COASTED ACDEOST COAST, to slide down hill [v] 

COASTER ACEORST sled [n -S] 

COHOSTS CHOOSST COHOST, to host jointly [v] 

COSTARD ACDORST large cooking apple [n -S] 

COSTARS ACORSST COSTAR, to star with another actor [v] 

COSTATE ACEOSTT having rib or ribs [adj] 

COSTERS CEORSST COSTER, hawker of fruit or vegetables [n] 

COSTING CGINOST estimation of price of production of something [n -S] / COST, to estimate price for production of [v] 

COSTIVE CEIOSTV constipated [adj] 

COSTREL CELORST flask (narrow-necked container) [n -S] 

COSTUME CEMOSTU to supply with costume (style of dress) [v -D, -MING, -S] 

CRESTAL ACELRST pertaining to crest [adj] 

CRESTED CDEERST CREST, to reach crest (peak) [v] 

CRISTAE ACEIRST CRISTA, part of cell [n] 

CRUSTAL ACLRSTU pertaining to earth's crust [adj] 

CRUSTED CDERSTU CRUST, to form crust (hardened outer surface) [v] 

CRYSTAL ACLRSTY transparent mineral [n -S] 

CUBISTS BCISSTU CUBIST, adherent of cubism (style of art) [n] 

CUEISTS CEISSTU CUEIST, one that uses cue (straight tapering rod) in billiards [n] 

CUESTAS ACESSTU CUESTA, type of land elevation [n] 
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CUSTARD ACDRSTU thick, soft dessert [n -S] 

CUSTODY CDOSTUY guardianship (state of being guardian (one that guards (guard))) [n -DIES] 

CUSTOMS CMOSSTU CUSTOM, habitual practice [n] 

CYSTEIN CEINSTY cysteine (amino acid) [n -S] 

CYSTINE CEINSTY amino acid [n -S] 

CYSTOID CDIOSTY cyst-like structure [n -S] 

DABSTER ABDERST dabbler (one that dabbles (to involve oneself in superficial interest)) [n -S] 

DASTARD AADDRST base coward [n -S] 

DAYSTAR AADRSTY planet visible in east just before sunrise [n -S] 

DEGUSTS DEGSSTU DEGUST, to taste with pleasure [v] 

DEISTIC CDEIIST DEIST, adherent of deism (religious philosophy) [adj] 

DELISTS DEILSST DELIST, to remove from list [v] 

DEMASTS ADEMSST DEMAST, to strip masts from [v] 

DEMISTS DEIMSST DEMIST, to defog (to remove fog from) [v] 

DESISTS DEISSST DESIST, to cease doing something [v] 

DESTAIN ADEINST to remove stain from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESTINE DEEINST to determine beforehand [v -ED, -NING, -S] 

DESTINY DEINSTY fate or fortune to which one is destined [n -NIES] 

DESTROY DEORSTY to damage beyond repair or renewal [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DETESTS DEESSTT DETEST, to dislike intensely [v] 

DEVESTS DEESSTV DEVEST, to divest (to strip or deprive of anything) [v] 

DIASTEM ADEIMST interruption in deposition of sediment [n -S] 

DIASTER ADEIRST stage in mitosis [n -S] 

DICASTS ACDISST DICAST, judge of ancient Athens [n] 

DIESTER DEEIRST type of chemical compound [n -S] 

DIGESTS DEGISST DIGEST, to render food usable for body [v] 

DISTAFF ADFFIST type of staff [n -S, -AVES] 

DISTAIN ADIINST to stain (to discolor or dirty) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISTANT ADINSTT far off or apart [adj] 

DISTEND DDEINST to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISTENT DEINSTT distended [adj] 

DISTICH CDHIIST couplet (pair of successive lines of verse) [n -S] 

DISTILL DIILLST to extract by vaporization and condensation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISTILS DIILSST DISTIL, to distill (to extract by vaporization and condensation) [v] 

DISTOME DEIMOST parasitic flatworm [n -S] 

DISTORT DIORSTT to put out of shape [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISTURB BDIRSTU to interrupt quiet, rest, or peace of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DRASTIC ACDIRST extremely severe [adj] 

DUBSTEP BDEPSTU type of electronic dance music [n -S] 

DUSTBIN BDINSTU trash can [n -S] 

DUSTERS DERSSTU DUSTER, one that dusts (to make free of dust (minute particles of matter)) [n] 

DUSTIER DEIRSTU DUSTY, full of dust [adj] 

DUSTILY DILSTUY in dusty (full of dust) manner [adv] 

DUSTING DGINSTU light sprinkling [n -S] / DUST, to make free of dust (minute particles of matter) [v] 

DUSTMAN ADMNSTU trashman (person who removes trash) [n -MEN] 

DUSTOFF DFFOSTU military helicopter for evacuating wounded [n -S] 
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DUSTPAN ADNPSTU pan for holding swept dust [n -S] 

DUSTRAG ADGRSTU rag used for dusting [n -S] 

DUSTUPS DPSSTUU DUSTUP, argument (discussion involving differing points of view) [n] 

DYNASTS ADNSSTY DYNAST, ruler (one that rules (to exercise control over)) [n] 

DYNASTY ADNSTYY succession of rulers from same line of descent [n -TIES] 

EASTERN AEENRST being to, toward, or in east [adj] 

EASTERS AEERSST EASTER, wind or storm from east [n] 

EASTING AEGINST movement toward east [n -S] 

ECSTASY ACESSTY state of exaltation [n -SIES] 

EGESTED DEEEGST EGEST, to discharge from body [v] 

EGOISTS EGIOSST EGOIST, one who practices egoism (extreme devotion to self-interest) [n] 

EKISTIC CEIIKST EKISTICS, science dealing with human habitats [adj] 

ELASTIC ACEILST stretchable material [n -S] 

ELASTIN AEILNST bodily protein [n -S] 

ELDESTS DEELSST ELDEST, oldest one of three or more [n] 

ENCYSTS CENSSTY ENCYST, to enclose in cyst [v] 

ENLISTS EILNSST ENLIST, to engage for military service [v] 

EPISTLE EEILPST long or formal letter [n -S] 

ERISTIC CEIIRST expert in debate [n -S] 

ESTATED ADEESTT ESTATE, to provide with landed property [v] 

ESTATES AEESSTT ESTATE, to provide with landed property [v] 

ESTEEMS EEEMSST ESTEEM, to have high opinion of [v] 

ESTHETE EEEHSTT esthetic person [n -S] 

ESTIVAL AEILSTV pertaining to summer [adj] 

ESTRAYS AERSSTY ESTRAY, to stray (to wander from proper area or course) [v] 

ESTREAT AEERSTT to copy from court records for use in prosecution [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ESTRINS EINRSST ESTRIN, estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n] 

ESTRIOL EILORST estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S] 

ESTRONE EENORST estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S] 

ESTROUS EORSSTU pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals) [adj] 

ESTRUAL AELRSTU estrous (pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals)) [adj] 

ESTRUMS EMRSSTU ESTRUM, estrus (period of heat in female mammals) [n] 

ESTUARY AERSTUY inlet of sea at river's lower end [n -RIES] 

EUSTACY ACESTUY worldwide change in sea level [n -CIES] 

EUSTASY AESSTUY eustacy (worldwide change in sea level) [n -SIES] 

EUSTELE EEELSTU plant part [n -S] 

EXISTED DEEISTX EXIST, to be (to have actuality) [v] 

FASTENS AEFNSST FASTEN, to secure (to make firm or tight) [v] 

FASTING AFGINST abstention from eating [n -S] / FAST, to abstain from eating [v] 

FEASTED ADEEFST FEAST, to eat sumptuously [v] 

FEASTER AEEFRST one that feasts (to eat sumptuously) [n -S] 

FESTERS EEFRSST FESTER, to generate pus [v] 

FESTIVE EEFISTV of or befitting festival [adj]  

FESTOON EFNOOST to hang decorative chains or strips on [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FEUDIST DEFISTU one that feuds (to engage in feud (bitter, continuous hostility)) [n -S] 

FIBSTER BEFIRST one that fibs (to tell trivial lie) [n -S] 
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FIESTAS AEFISST FIESTA, festival (day or time of celebration) [n] 

FINESTS EFINSST FINEST, police of specified city [n] 

FIRMEST EFIMRST FIRM, unyielding to pressure [adj] 

FIRSTLY FILRSTY before all others [adv] 

FISTFUL FFILSTU handful (as much as hand can hold) [n -S] 

FISTING FGIINST offensive word [n -S] / FIST, to strike with fist (hand closed tightly) [v] 

FISTULA AFILSTU duct formed by imperfect closing of wound [n -E, -S] 

FLUSTER EFLRSTU to put into state of nervous confusion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FOISTED DEFIOST FOIST, to force upon slyly [v] 

FORESTS EFORSST FOREST, to convert into forest (densely wooded area) [v] 

FOSTERS EFORSST FOSTER, to promote growth of [v] 

FROSTED DEFORST type of milk shake [n -S] / FROST, to cover with frost (deposit of minute ice crystals) [v] 

FROWSTS FORSSTW FROWST, to lounge in stuffy room [v] 

FROWSTY FORSTWY musty (having stale odor) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

FRUSTUM FMRSTUU part of conical solid [n -TA, -S] 

FUNSTER EFNRSTU one that makes fun; comedian [n -S] 

FUSTIAN AFINSTU cotton fabric [n -S] 

FUSTICS CFISSTU FUSTIC, tropical tree [n] 

FUSTIER EFIRSTU FUSTY, musty (having stale odor) [adj] 

FUSTILY FILSTUY FUSTY, musty (having stale odor) [adv] 

GAGSTER AEGGRST gagman (one who writes jokes) [n -S] 

GANGSTA AAGGNST member of street gang [n -S] 

GASTERS AEGRSST GASTER, enlarged part of abdomen in some insects [n] 

GASTING AGGINST GAST, to scare (to frighten (to make afraid)) [v] 

GASTRAL AAGLRST pertaining to stomach [adj] 

GASTREA AAEGRST gastraea (type of metazoan (any of major division of multicellular animals)) [n -S] 

GASTRIC ACGIRST pertaining to stomach [adj] 

GASTRIN AGINRST hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n -S] 

GENISTA AEGINST shrub with yellow flowers [n -S] 

GESTALT AEGLSTT unified whole [n -EN, -S] 

GESTAPO AEGOPST secret-police organization [n -S] 

GESTATE AEEGSTT to carry in uterus during pregnancy [v -D, -TING, -S] 

GESTURE EEGRSTU to express by bodily motion [v -D, -RING, -S] 

GHASTLY AGHLSTY terrifying [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

GHOSTED DEGHOST GHOST, to haunt (to visit frequently) [v] 

GHOSTLY GHLOSTY spectral (resembling specter (visible disembodied spirit)) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

GLISTEN EGILNST to shine by reflection [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GLISTER EGILRST to glisten (to shine by reflection) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GNOSTIC CGINOST adherent of gnosticism [n -S] 

GRISTER EGIRRST one that grinds grain [n -S] 

GRISTLE EGILRST tough part of meat [n -S] 

GRISTLY GILRSTY containing gristle (tough part of meat) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

GUESTED DEEGSTU GUEST, to appear as visitor [v] 

GUSTIER EGIRSTU GUSTY, blowing in gusts [adj] 

GUSTILY GILSTUY in gusty (blowing in gusts) manner [adv] 

GUSTING GGINSTU GUST, to blow in gusts (sudden blasts of wind) [v] 
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GUSTOES EGOSSTU GUSTO, vigorous enjoyment [n] 

GYPSTER EGPRSTY one that gyps (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n -S] 

HAMSTER AEHMRST burrowing rodent [n -S] 

HASTATE AAEHSTT triangular [adj] 

HASTENS AEHNSST HASTEN, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

HASTIER AEHIRST HASTY, speedy (swift (moving with great rate of motion)) [adj] 

HASTILY AHILSTY HASTY, speedy (swift (moving with great rate of motion)) [adv] 

HASTING AGHINST HASTE, to hasten (to hurry (to move swiftly)) [v] 

HEISTED DEEHIST HEIST, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

HEISTER EEHIRST one that heists (to steal (to take without right or permission)) [n -S] 

HIPSTER EHIPRST one that is hip [n -S] 

HISTING GHIINST HIST, to hoist (to haul up by some mechanical means) [v] 

HISTOID DHIIOST pertaining to connective tissue [adj] 

HISTONE EHINOST simple protein [n -S] 

HISTORY HIORSTY chronological record of past events [n -RIES] 

HOISTED DEHIOST HOIST, to haul up by some mechanical means [v] 

HOISTER EHIORST one that hoists (to haul up by some mechanical means) [n -S] 

HOLISTS HILOSST HOLIST, one who adheres to theory of holism [n] 

HOLSTER EHLORST to put in holster (case for pistol) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HONESTY EHNOSTY truthfulness (quality of being truthful (telling truth (conformity to fact or reality))) [n -TIES] 

HORSTES EHORSST HORSTE, horst (portion of earth's crust) [n] 

HOSTAGE AEGHOST person held as security [n -S] 

HOSTELS EHLOSST HOSTEL, to stay at inns overnight while traveling [v] 

HOSTESS EHOSSST to act as hostess (woman who entertains socially) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

HOSTILE EHILOST unfriendly person [n -S] 

HOSTING GHINOST HOST, to entertain socially [v] 

HOSTLER EHLORST person who tends horses or mules [n -S] 

HUSTLED DEHLSTU HUSTLE, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

HUSTLER EHLRSTU one that hustles (to hurry (to move swiftly)) [n -S] 

HUSTLES EHLSSTU HUSTLE, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

IMPASTE AEIMPST to make into paste [v -D, -TING, -S] 

IMPASTO AIMOPST painting technique [n -S] 

IMPOSTS IMOPSST IMPOST, to determine customs duties [v] 

INCESTS CEINSST INCEST, sexual intercourse between closely related persons [n] 

INFESTS EFINSST INFEST, to overrun in large numbers [v] 

INGESTA AEGINST ingested material [n INGESTA] 

INGESTS EGINSST INGEST, to take into body [v] 

INSISTS IINSSST INSIST, to be resolute on some matter [v] 

INSTALL AILLNST to place in position for use [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSTALS AILNSST INSTAL, to install (to place in position for use) [v] 

INSTANT AINNSTT very short time [n -S] 

INSTARS AINRSST INSTAR, to adorn with stars [v] 

INSTATE AEINSTT to place in office [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INSTEAD ADEINST as substitute or equivalent [adv] 

INSTEPS EINPSST INSTEP, part of foot [n] 

INSTILL IILLNST to infuse slowly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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INSTILS IILNSST INSTIL, to instill (to infuse slowly) [v] 

INVESTS EINSSTV INVEST, to commit something of value for future profit [v] 

ISTHMIC CHIIMST pertaining to isthmus (strip of land connecting two larger land masses) [adj] 

ISTHMUS HIMSSTU strip of land connecting two larger land masses [n -MI, -ES] 

JESTERS EEJRSST JESTER, one that jests (to joke (to say something amusing)) [n] 

JESTFUL EFJLSTU tending to jest [adj] 

JESTING EGIJNST act of one who jests [n -S] / JEST, to joke (to say something amusing) [v] 

JOISTED DEIJOST JOIST, to support with horizontal beams [v] 

JOSTLED DEJLOST JOSTLE, to bump or push roughly [v] 

JOSTLER EJLORST one that jostles (to bump or push roughly) [n -S] 

JOSTLES EJLOSST JOSTLE, to bump or push roughly [v] 

JOUSTED DEJOSTU JOUST, to engage in personal combat [v] 

JOUSTER EJORSTU one that jousts (to engage in personal combat) [n -S] 

JUDOIST DIJOSTU one skilled in judo [n -S] 

JURISTS IJRSSTU JURIST, one versed in law [n] 

JUSTERS EJRSSTU JUSTER, jouster (one that jousts (to engage in personal combat)) [n] 

JUSTEST EJSSTTU JUST, acting in conformity with what is morally good [adj] 

JUSTICE CEIJSTU judge [n -S] 

JUSTIFY FIJSTUY to show to be just, right, or valid [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

JUSTING GIJNSTU JUST, to joust (to engage in personal combat) [v] 

JUSTLED DEJLSTU JUSTLE, to jostle (to bump or push roughly) [v] 

JUSTLES EJLSSTU JUSTLE, to jostle (to bump or push roughly) [v] 

KARSTIC ACIKRST KARST, limestone region [adj] 

KEESTER EEEKRST keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n -S] 

KEISTER EEIKRST buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S] 

KESTREL EEKLRST small falcon [n -S] 

KEYSTER EEKRSTY keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n -S] 

KIESTER EEIKRST keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n -S] 

KISTFUL FIKLSTU as much as kist can hold [n -S] 

KLISTER EIKLRST wax for skis [n -S] 

LAMSTER AELMRST fugitive (one who flees) [n -S] 

LASTERS AELRSST LASTER, one that lasts (to continue in existence) [n] 

LASTING AGILNST durable fabric [n -S] / LAST, to continue in existence [v] 

LATESTS AELSSTT LATEST, most recent development [n] 

LEGISTS EGILSST LEGIST, one learned or skilled in law [n] 

LEISTER EEILRST to spear with three-pronged fishing implement [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LISTBOX BILOSTX box on computer screen that contains list of options [n -ES] 

LISTEES EEILSST LISTEE, one that is on list [n] 

LISTELS EILLSST LISTEL, narrow molding [n] 

LISTENS EILNSST LISTEN, to make conscious use of sense of hearing [v] 

LISTERS EILRSST LISTER, type of plow [n] 

LISTING GIILNST something that is listed [n -S] / LIST, to write down in particular order [v] 

LOBSTER BELORST to fish for lobsters (marine crustaceans) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LOCUSTA ACLOSTU spikelet (type of flower cluster) [n -E] 

LOCUSTS CLOSSTU LOCUST, migratory grasshopper [n] 

LUSTERS ELRSSTU LUSTER, to make or become lustrous [v] 
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LUSTFUL FLLSTUU marked by excessive sexual desire [adj] 

LUSTIER EILRSTU LUSTY, full of vigor [adj] 

LUSTILY ILLSTUY in lusty (full of vigor) manner [adv] 

LUSTING GILNSTU LUST, to have intense desire [v] 

LUSTRAL ALLRSTU pertaining to lustrum (ceremonial purification of population in ancient Rome) [adj] 

LUSTRED DELRSTU LUSTRE, to luster (to make or become lustrous) [v] 

LUSTRES ELRSSTU LUSTRE, to luster (to make or become lustrous) [v] 

LUSTRUM LMRSTUU ceremonial purification of population in ancient Rome [n -RA, -S] 

LUTISTS ILSSTTU LUTIST, lutanist (one who plays lute) [n] 

LYRISTS ILRSSTY LYRIST, one who plays lyre [n] 

MAESTRI AEIMRST MAESTRO, master of art [n] 

MAESTRO AEMORST master of art [n -RI, -S] 

MAJESTY AEJMSTY regal dignity [n -TIES] 

MASTABA AAABMST ancient Egyptian tomb [n -S] 

MASTERS AEMRSST MASTER, to become skilled in [v] 

MASTERY AEMRSTY superior knowledge or skill [n -RIES] 

MASTICS ACIMSST MASTIC, aromatic resin [n] 

MASTIFF AFFIMST large, short-haired dog [n -S] 

MASTING AGIMNST MAST, to provide with mast (long pole on ship that supports sails and rigging) [v] 

MASTOID ADIMOST rear portion of temporal bone [n -S] 

MEISTER EEIMRST one who is knowledgeable about something specified [n -S] 

MESTEES EEEMSST MESTEE, mustee (octoroon (person of one-eighth black ancestry)) [n] 

MESTESO EEMOSST mestizo (person of mixed ancestry) [n -ES, -S] 

MESTINO EIMNOST mestizo (person of mixed ancestry) [n -ES, -S] 

MESTIZA AEIMSTZ female mestizo [n -S] 

MESTIZO EIMOSTZ person of mixed ancestry [n -ES, -S] 

MINSTER EIMNRST large or important church [n -S] 

MISSTEP EIMPSST to step wrongly [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

MISSTOP IMOPSST to stop wrongly [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

MISTAKE AEIKMST to interpret wrongly [v -N, TOOK, -TEUK, -KING, -S] 

MISTBOW BIMOSTW fogbow (nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog) [n -S] 

MISTEND DEIMNST to tend to improperly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISTERM EIMMRST to call by wrong name [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISTERS EIMRSST MISTER, sir (respectful form of address used to man) [n] 

MISTIER EIIMRST MISTY, blurry (unclear (not clear (clean and pure))) [adj] 

MISTILY IILMSTY in misty (blurry (unclear (not clear))) manner [adv] 

MISTIME EIIMMST to time wrongly [v -D, -MING, -S] 

MISTING GIIMNST MIST, to become blurry [v] 

MISTRAL AILMRST cold, dry wind [n -S] 

MISTUNE EIMNSTU to tune (to put into proper pitch) incorrectly [v -D, -NING, -S] 

MISTYPE EIMPSTY to type (to write with typewriter) incorrectly [v -D, -PING, -S] 

MOBSTER BEMORST gangster (member of criminal gang) [n -S] 

MODESTY DEMOSTY quality of being modest (having moderate regard for oneself) [n -TIES] 

MODISTE DEIMOST dealer in stylish women's clothing [n -S] 

MOISTEN EIMNOST to make or become moist [v  -ED, -ING, -S] 

MOISTER EIMORST MOIST, slightly wet [adj] 
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MOISTLY ILMOSTY in moist (slightly wet) manner [adv] 

MOLESTS ELMOSST MOLEST, to disturb or annoy [v] 

MONISTS IMNOSST MONIST, adherent of monism (philosophical theory) [n] 

MONSTER EMNORST strange or terrifying creature [n -S] 

MUNSTER EMNRSTU muenster (mild cheese) [n -S] 

MUSTANG AGMNSTU wild horse [n -S] 

MUSTARD ADMRSTU pungent seasoning [n -S] 

MUSTEES EEMSSTU MUSTEE, octoroon (person of one-eighth black ancestry) [n] 

MUSTERS EMRSSTU MUSTER, to summon or assemble [v] 

MUSTIER EIMRSTU MUSTY, having stale odor [adj] 

MUSTILY ILMSTUY MUSTY, having stale odor [adv] 

MUSTING GIMNSTU MUST, to become musty [v] 

MYSOSTS MOSSSTY MYSOST, mild cheese [n] 

MYSTERY EMRSTYY something that is not or cannot be known, understood, or explained [n -RIES] 

MYSTICS CIMSSTY MYSTIC, one who professes to have had mystical experiences [n] 

MYSTIFY FIMSTYY to perplex (to make mentally uncertain) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

NASTIER AEINRST NASTY, offensive to senses [adj] 

NASTIES AEINSST NASTY, something that is nasty [n] 

NASTILY AILNSTY NASTY, offensive to senses [adv] 

NESTERS EENRSST NESTER, one that nests (to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs)) [n] 

NESTFUL EFLNSTU as much as nest can hold [n -S] 

NESTING EGINNST NEST, to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs) [v] 

NESTLED DEELNST NESTLE, to lie snugly [v] 

NESTLER EELNRST one that nestles (to lie snugly) [n -S] 

NESTLES EELNSST NESTLE, to lie snugly [v] 

NESTORS ENORSST NESTOR, wise old man [n] 

NEUSTIC CEINSTU NEUSTON, aggregate of small aquatic organisms [adj] 

NEUSTON ENNOSTU aggregate of small aquatic organisms [n -S] 

NONSTOP NNOOPST flight without stop en route [n -S] 

NOSTOCS CNOOSST NOSTOC, freshwater alga [n] 

NOSTRIL ILNORST external opening of nose [n -S] 

NOSTRUM MNORSTU medicine of one's own invention [n -S] 

OBLASTI ABILOST OBLAST, administrative division of Russia [n] 

OBLASTS ABLOSST OBLAST, administrative division of Russia [n] 

OBOISTS BIOOSST OBOIST, one who plays oboe [n] 

OBTESTS BEOSSTT OBTEST, to beseech (to implore (to beg for urgently)) [v] 

OERSTED DEEORST unit of magnetic intensity [n -S] 

OESTRIN EINORST estrin (estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus))) [n -S] 

OESTRUM EMORSTU estrum (estrus (period of heat in female mammals)) [n -S] 

OESTRUS EORSSTU estrus (period of heat in female mammals) [n -ES] 

OLDSTER DELORST old person [n -S] 

OLESTRA AELORST noncaloric fat substitute [n -S] 

ONSTAGE AEGNOST being on part of stage visible to audience [adj] 

OOCYSTS COOSSTY OOCYST, zygote (cell formed by union of two gametes) [n] 

OSTEOID DEIOOST uncalcified bone matrix [n -S] 

OSTEOMA AEMOOST tumor of bone tissue [n -S, -TA] 
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OSTIARY AIORSTY doorkeeper at church [n -RIES] 

OSTIOLE EILOOST small bodily opening [n -S] 

OSTLERS ELORSST OSTLER, hostler (person who tends horses or mules) [n] 

OSTMARK AKMORST former East German monetary unit [n -S] 

OSTOSIS IOOSSST formation of bone [n -SES, -ES] 

OSTRICH CHIORST large, flightless bird [n -ES] 

OUSTERS EORSSTU OUSTER, act of ousting (to expel or remove from position or place) [n] 

OUSTING GINOSTU OUST, to expel or remove from position or place [v] 

OUTSTAY AOSTTUY to surpass in staying power [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSTEP EOPSTTU to step beyond [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

OYSTERS EORSSTY OYSTER, to gather oysters (edible mollusks) [v] 

PASTELS AELPSST PASTEL, soft, delicate hue [n] 

PASTERN AENPRST part of horse's foot [n -S] 

PASTERS AEPRSST PASTER, one that pastes (to fasten with sticky mixture) [n] 

PASTEUP AEPPSTU finished copy to be photographed for making printing plate [n -S] 

PASTIER AEIPRST PASTY, pale and unhealthy in appearance [adj] 

PASTIES AEIPSST PASTIE, pasty (meat pie) [n] / PASTY [n] 

PASTILS AILPSST PASTIL, pastille (lozenge (small, often medicated candy)) [n] 

PASTILY AILPSTY in manner that is pasty [adv] 

PASTIME AEIMPST recreational activity [n -S] 

PASTINA AAINPST type of macaroni (tubular pasta) [n -S] 

PASTING AGINPST beating (defeat) [n -S] / PASTE, to fasten with sticky mixture [v] 

PASTORS AOPRSST PASTOR, to serve as spiritual overseer of [v] 

PASTURE AEPRSTU to put in pasture (grazing area) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PENSTER EENPRST writer (one that writes (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument)) [n -S] 

PESTERS EEPRSST PESTER, to bother (to annoy (to be troublesome to)) [v] 

PESTIER EEIPRST PESTY, annoying [adj] 

PESTLED DEELPST PESTLE, to crush with club-shaped hand tool [v] 

PESTLES EELPSST PESTLE, to crush with club-shaped hand tool [v] 

PIASTER AEIPRST monetary unit of several Arab countries [n -S] 

PIASTRE AEIPRST piaster (monetary unit of several Arab countries) [n -S] 

PISTILS IILPSST PISTIL, seed-bearing organ of flowering plants [n] 

PISTOLE EILOPST formerly used European gold coin [n -S] 

PISTOLS ILOPSST PISTOL, to shoot with small firearm [v] 

PISTONS INOPSST PISTON, part of engine [n] 

PISTOUS IOPSSTU PISTOU, sauce made of olive oil, garlic, basil, and often cheese [n] 

PLASTER AELPRST to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLASTIC ACILPST any of group of synthetic or natural moldable materials [n -S] 

PLASTID ADILPST structure in plant cells [n -S] 

PODESTA ADEOPST Italian magistrate [n -S] 

POPSTER EOPPRST pop musician [n -S] 

POSTAGE AEGOPST charge for mailing item [n -S] 

POSTALS ALOPSST POSTAL, postcard (card for use in mail) [n] 

POSTBAG ABGOPST mailbag (bag for carrying mail (postal material)) [n -S] 

POSTBOX BOOPSTX mailbox (box for depositing mail) [n -ES] 

POSTBOY BOOPSTY boy who carries mail [n -S] 
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POSTDOC CDOOPST one engaged in postdoctoral study [n -S] 

POSTEEN EENOPST Afghan outer garment [n -S] 

POSTERN ENOPRST rear door or gate [n -S] 

POSTERS EOPRSST POSTER, to affix public notices on [v] 

POSTFIX FIOPSTX to affix at end of something [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

POSTIES EIOPSST POSTIE, letter carrier [n] 

POSTING GINOPST act of transferring to ledger [n -S] / POST, to affix in public place [v] 

POSTINS INOPSST POSTIN, posteen (Afghan outer garment) [n] 

POSTMAN AMNOPST mailman (man who carries and delivers mail) [n -MEN] 

POSTOPS OOPPSST POSTOP, patient after undergoing surgical operation [n] 

POSTTAX AOPSTTX remaining after taxes [adj] 

POSTURE EOPRSTU to assume particular position [v -D, -RING, -S] 

POSTWAR AOPRSTW occurring or existing after war [adj] 

PRESTER EEPRRST priest [n -S] 

PRESTOS EOPRSST PRESTO, musical passage played in rapid tempo [n] 

PRIESTS EIPRSST PRIEST, to ordain as priest (one authorized to perform religious rites) [v] 

PROSTIE EIOPRST prostitute [n -S] 

PUNSTER ENPRSTU one who is given to punning [n -S] 

PURISTS IPRSSTU PURIST, one who practices purism (strict adherence to traditional correctness) [n] 

PUSTULE ELPSTUU small elevation of skin containing pus [n -S] 

QUESTED DEEQSTU QUEST, to make search [v] 

QUESTER EEQRSTU one that quests (to make search) [n -S] 

QUESTOR EOQRSTU quaestor (ancient Roman magistrate) [n -S] 

RACISTS ACIRSST RACIST, advocate of racism [n] 

RAPISTS AIPRSST RAPIST, one who rapes [n] 

RASTERS AERRSST RASTER, area reproducing images on picture tube of television set [n] 

RECASTS ACERSST RECAST, to cast again [v] 

REESTED DEEERST REEST, to balk (to stop short and refuse to proceed) [v] 

RELISTS EILRSST RELIST, to list again [v] 

RENESTS EENRSST RENEST, to nest again [v] 

REPASTS AEPRSST REPAST, to eat or feast [v] 

RESISTS EIRSSST RESIST, to strive against [v] 

RESTACK ACEKRST to stack again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTAFF AEFFRST to staff again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTAGE AEEGRST to stage again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

RESTAMP AEMPRST to stamp again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTART AERRSTT to start again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTATE AEERSTT to state again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESTERS EERRSST RESTER, one that rests (to refresh oneself by ceasing work or activity) [n] 

RESTFUL EFLRSTU tranquil (free from disturbance) [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

RESTING EGINRST REST, to refresh oneself by ceasing work or activity [v] 

RESTIVE EEIRSTV difficult to control [adj] 

RESTOCK CEKORST to stock again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTOKE EEKORST to stoke again [v -D, -KING, -S] 

RESTORE EEORRST to bring back to former or original condition [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RESTUDY DERSTUY to study again [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 
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RESTUFF EFFRSTU to stuff again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTYLE EELRSTY to style again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RETASTE AEERSTT to taste again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RETESTS EERSSTT RETEST, to test again [v] 

REVESTS EERSSTV REVEST, to vest again [v] 

RIPOSTE EIOPRST to make return thrust in fencing [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RIPOSTS IOPRSST RIPOST, to riposte (to make return thrust in fencing) [v] 

RIPSTOP IOPPRST fabric woven so that small tears do not spread [n -S] 

RISTRAS AIRRSST RISTRA, string on which foodstuffs are tied for storage [n] 

ROASTED ADEORST ROAST, to cook with dry heat [v] 

ROASTER AEORRST one that roasts (to cook with dry heat) [n -S] 

ROBUSTA ABORSTU coffee grown in Africa [n -S] 

ROISTER EIORRST to revel (to engage in revelry) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ROOSTED DEOORST ROOST, to settle down for rest or sleep [v] 

ROOSTER EOORRST male chicken [n -S] 

ROSTERS EORRSST ROSTER, to place in list of names [v] 

ROSTRAL ALORRST pertaining to rostrum (beaklike process or part) [adj] 

ROSTRUM MORRSTU beaklike process or part [n -RA, -S] 

ROUSTED DEORSTU ROUST, to arouse and drive out [v] 

ROUSTER EORRSTU wharf laborer and deckhand [n -S] 

ROYSTER EORRSTY to roister (to revel (to engage in revelry)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RUDISTS DIRSSTU RUDIST, cone-shaped extinct mollusk [n] 

RUSTICS CIRSSTU RUSTIC, one who lives in country [n] 

RUSTIER EIRRSTU RUSTY, covered with rust [adj] 

RUSTILY ILRSTUY in rusty (covered with rust) manner [adv] 

RUSTING GINRSTU RUST, to form rust (reddish coating that forms on iron) [v] 

RUSTLED DELRSTU RUSTLE, to make succession of slight, soft sounds [v] 

RUSTLER ELRRSTU one that rustles (to make succession of slight, soft sounds) [n -S] 

RUSTLES ELRSSTU RUSTLE, to make succession of slight, soft sounds [v] 

SADISTS ADISSST SADIST, one marked by sadism [n] 

SAXISTS AISSSTX SAXIST, saxophone player [n] 

SCHISTS CHISSST SCHIST, rock that readily splits into parallel layers [n] 

SESTETS EESSSTT SESTET, stanza of six lines [n] 

SESTINA AEINSST type of verse form [n -S] 

SESTINE EEINSST sestina (type of verse form) [n -S] 

SEXISTS EISSSTX SEXIST, one that practices sexism [n] 

SHASTAS AAHSSST SHASTA, flowering plant [n] 

SHYSTER EHRSSTY unscrupulous lawyer or politician [n -S] 

SIESTAS AEISSST SIESTA, afternoon nap or rest [n] 

SISTERS EIRSSST SISTER, to treat like sister (female sibling) [v] 

SISTRUM IMRSSTU ancient Egyptian percussion instrument [n -RA, -S] 

SUNSTAR ANRSSTU type of starfish (star-shaped marine animal) [n -S] 

SUSTAIN AINSSTU to maintain by providing with food and drink [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SYSTEMS EMSSSTY SYSTEM, group of interacting elements forming unified whole [n] 

SYSTOLE ELOSSTY normal rhythmic contraction of heart [n -S] 

TANISTS AINSSTT TANIST, heir apparent to Celtic chief [n] 
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TAPSTER AEPRSTT one that dispenses liquor in barroom [n -S] 

TASTERS AERSSTT TASTER, one that tastes (to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth) [n] 

TASTIER AEIRSTT TASTY, pleasant to taste [adj] 

TASTILY AILSTTY TASTY, pleasant to taste [adv] 

TASTING AGINSTT gathering for sampling wines or foods [n -S] / TASTE, to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth [v] 

TESTACY ACESTTY state of having left will at death [n -CIES] 

TESTATE AEESTTT testator (one that makes will) [n -S] 

TESTEES EEESSTT TESTEE, one that is tested [n] 

TESTERS EERSSTT TESTER, one that tests (to evaluate by examination) [n] 

TESTIER EEIRSTT TESTY, irritable [adj] 

TESTIFY EFISTTY to make declaration of truth under oath [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

TESTILY EILSTTY in testy (irritable) manner [adv] 

TESTING EGINSTT act of evaluating one by examination [n -S] / TEST, to evaluate by examination [v] 

TESTONS ENOSSTT TESTON, former French coin [n] 

TESTOON ENOOSTT teston (former French coin) [n -S] 

TESTUDO DEOSTTU portable screen used as shield by ancient Romans [n -DINES, -S] 

THEISTS EHISSTT THEIST, one who believes in existence of god [n] 

THIRSTS HIRSSTT THIRST, to feel desire or need to drink [v] 

THIRSTY HIRSTTY feeling desire or need to drink [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

THISTLE EHILSTT prickly plant [n -S] 

THISTLY HILSTTY prickly (having many sharp points) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

THRUSTS HRSSTTU THRUST, to push forcibly [v] 

TIPSTER EIPRSTT one that sells information to gamblers [n -S] 

TITLIST IILSTTT sports champion [n -S] 

TOASTED ADEOSTT TOAST, to brown by exposure to heat [v] 

TOASTER AEORSTT device for toasting [n -S] 

TOSTADA AADOSTT tortilla fried in deep fat [n -S] 

TOSTADO ADOOSTT tostada (tortilla fried in deep fat) [n -S] 

TOSTONE ENOOSTT Mexican dish of fried plantains [n -S] 

TOURIST IORSTTU one who tours for pleasure [n -S] 

TRESTLE EELRSTT framework for supporting bridge [n -S] 

TRUSTED DERSTTU TRUST, to place confidence in [v] 

TRUSTEE EERSTTU to commit to care of administrator [v -D, -ING, -S] 

TRUSTER ERRSTTU one that trusts (to place confidence in) [n -S] 

TRUSTOR ORRSTTU one that trustees his property [n -S] 

TRYSTED DERSTTY TRYST, to agree to meet [v] 

TRYSTER ERRSTTY one that trysts (to agree to meet) [n -S] 

TRYSTES ERSSTTY TRYSTE, market [n] 

TUBISTS BISSTTU TUBIST, tubaist (tuba player) [n] 

TURISTA AIRSTTU intestinal sickness affecting tourist in foreign country [n -S] 

TWISTED DEISTTW TWIST, to combine by winding together [v] 

TWISTER EIRSTTW one that twists (to combine by winding together) [n -S] 

TWISTOR IORSTTW complex variable in descriptions of space-time [n -S] 

TYPISTS IPSSTTY TYPIST, one who types [n] 

ULSTERS ELRSSTU ULSTER, long, loose overcoat [n] 

UNHASTY AHNSTUY not hasty (speedy (swift (moving with great rate of motion))) [adj] 
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UNRESTS ENRSSTU UNREST, disturbed or uneasy state [n] 

UNSTACK ACKNSTU to remove from stack [v -ED, -TING, -S] 

UNSTATE AENSTTU to deprive of status [v -D, -ING, -S] 

UNSTEEL EELNSTU to make soft [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSTEPS ENPSSTU UNSTEP, to remove from socket [v] 

UNSTICK CIKNSTU to disjoin (to separate (to set or keep apart)) [v -TUCK, -ING, -S] 

UNSTOPS NOPSSTU UNSTOP, to remove stopper from [v] 

UNSTRAP ANPRSTU to remove strap from [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

UNSTUNG GNNSTUU not stung (to prick painfully) [adj] 

UPCASTS ACPSSTU UPCAST, to cast up [v] 

UPSTAGE AEGPSTU to outdo theatrically [v -D, -GING, -S] 

UPSTAIR AIPRSTU pertaining to upper floor [adj] 

UPSTAND ADNPSTU to stand up on one's feet [v -TOOD, -ING, -S] 

UPSTARE AEPRSTU to stare upward [v -D, -RING, -S] 

UPSTART APRSTTU to spring up suddenly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPSTATE AEPSTTU northern region of state [n -S] 

UPSTEPS EPPSSTU UPSTEP, to step up [v] 

UPSTIRS IPRSSTU UPSTIR, to stir up [v] 

UTMOSTS MOSSTTU UTMOST, greatest degree or amount [n] 

VASTIER AEIRSTV VASTY, vast (of great extent or size) [adj] 

VASTITY AISTTVY vastness (quality or state of being vast) [n -TIES] 

VERISTS EIRSSTV VERIST, one who practices verism (realism in art or literature) [n] 

VERSTES EERSSTV VERSTE, verst (Russian measure of distance) [n] 

VESTALS AELSSTV VESTAL, chaste woman [n] 

VESTEES EEESSTV VESTEE, garment worn under woman's jacket or blouse [n] 

VESTIGE EEGISTV visible sign of something that is no longer in existence [n -S] 

VESTING EGINSTV right of employee to share in and withdraw from pension fund without penalty [n -S] / VEST, to place in control of [v] 

VESTRAL AELRSTV VESTRY, room in which vestments are kept [adj] 

VESTURE EERSTUV to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

VISTAED ADEISTV VISTA, distant view [adj] 

VOLOSTS LOOSSTV VOLOST, administrative district in Russia [n] 

WAISTED ADEISTW WAIST, part of body between ribs and hips [adj] 

WAISTER AEIRSTW seaman stationed in middle section of ship [n -S] 

WARSTLE AELRSTW to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WASTAGE AAEGSTW something that is wasted [n -S] 

WASTERS AERSSTW WASTER, one that wastes (to use thoughtlessly) [n] 

WASTERY AERSTWY wastry (reckless extravagance) [n -RIES] 

WASTING AGINSTW WASTE, to use thoughtlessly [v] 

WASTREL AELRSTW one that wastes (to use thoughtlessly) [n -S] 

WASTRIE AEIRSTW wastry (reckless extravagance) [n -S] 

WEBSTER BEERSTW weaver (one that weaves (to form by interlacing threads)) [n -S] 

WESTERN EENRSTW one who lives in west [n -S] 

WESTERS EERSSTW WESTER, to move toward west [v] 

WESTING EGINSTW shifting west [n -S] 

WHISTED DEHISTW WHIST, to hush (to quiet (to cause to be quiet)) [v] 

WHISTLE EHILSTW to make shrill, clear musical sound [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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WISTFUL FILSTUW yearning [adj] 

WISTING GIINSTW WIST, WIS, to know -- WIS and WIST are only accepted forms of this verb; it cannot be conjugated further [v] 

WORSTED DEORSTW woolen yarn [n -S] / WORST, to defeat (to win victory over) [v] 

WRASTLE AELRSTW to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WRESTED DEERSTW WREST, to take away by force [v] 

WRESTER EERRSTW one that wrests (to take away by force) [n -S] 

WRESTLE EELRSTW to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WRISTED DEIRSTW WRIST, to sweep puck along ice before shooting it [v] 

WRISTER EIRRSTW type of shot in hockey [n -S] 

XYSTERS ERSSTXY XYSTER, surgical instrument for scraping bones [n] 

YEASTED ADEESTY YEAST, to foam (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass)) [v] 

YESTERN EENRSTY yester (pertaining to yesterday) [adj] 

ZEMSTVO EMOSTVZ elective council in czarist Russia [n -VA, -S] 

ZESTERS EERSSTZ ZESTER, utensil for peeling citrus rind [n] 

ZESTFUL EFLSTUZ full of zest [adj] 

ZESTIER EEIRSTZ ZESTY, marked by zest [adj] 

ZESTILY EILSTYZ ZESTY, marked by zest [adv] 

ZESTING EGINSTZ ZEST, to fill with zest (invigorating excitement) [v] 

ZOSTERS EORSSTZ ZOSTER, virus disease [n] 

 

7s end -ST 

ABLEIST ABEILST one that practices ableism [n -S] 

ABREAST AABERST side by side [adv] 

ACCURST ACCRSTU accursed (damnable (detestable)) [adj] 

ACHIEST ACEHIST ACHY, aching [adj] 

ACQUEST ACEQSTU something acquired [n -S] 

ACUTEST ACESTTU ACUTE, marked by sharpness or severity [adj] 

ADDREST ADDERST ADDRESS, to speak to [v] 

AERIEST AEEIRST AERY, airy (having nature of air) [adj] 

AFTMOST AFMOSTT nearest stern [adj] 

AGAINST AAGINST in opposition to [prep] 

AGONIST AGINOST one that is engaged in struggle [n -S]  

AIRIEST AEIIRST AIRY, having nature of air [adj] 

AIRPOST AIOPRST system of conveying mail by airplane [n -S] 

ALTOIST AILOSTT one who plays alto saxophone [n -S] 

AMONGST AGMNOST among (in midst of) [prep] 

AMORIST AIMORST lover (one that loves another) [n -S] 

AMPLEST AELMPST AMPLE, abundant (present in great quantity) [adj] 

ANALYST AALNSTY one that analyzes (to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts)) [n -S] 

ANAPEST AAENPST type of metrical foot [n -S] 

ANIMIST AIIMNST adherent of animism (belief that souls may exist apart from bodies) [n -S] 

ARIDEST ADEIRST ARID, extremely dry [adj] 

ARMREST AEMRRST support for arm [n -S] 

ARRESTS AERRSST ARREST, to seize and hold by legal authority [v] 

ARTIEST AEIRSTT ARTY, showily or pretentiously artistic [adj] 

ASHIEST AEHISST ASHY, covered with ashes [adj] 
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ATAVIST AAISTTV individual displaying atavism [n -S] 

ATHEIST AEHISTT believer in atheism [n -S] 

ATHIRST AHIRSTT having strong desire [adj] 

ATOMIST AIMOSTT adherent of atomism (theory that universe is composed of simple, indivisible, minute particles) [n -S]  

AULDEST ADELSTU AULD, old (living or existing for relatively long time) [adj] 

BABIEST ABBEIST BABY, resembling baby (infant) [adj] 

BADDEST ABDDEST BAD, not good (having positive or desirable qualities) [adj] 

BALDEST ABDELST BALD, lacking hair (threadlike growth) [adj] 

BALLAST AABLLST to stabilize [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BAPTIST ABIPSTT one who baptizes [n -S] 

BASSEST ABESSST BASS, deep-sounding [adj] 

BASSIST ABISSST person who plays double bass [n -S] 

BECRUST BCERSTU to cover with crust [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECURST BCERSTU BECURSE, to curse severely [v] 

BEDFAST ABDEFST confined to bed [adj] 

BEDPOST BDEOPST post of bed [n -S] 

BEDREST BDEERST confinement to bed [n -S] 

BEIGEST BEEGIST BEIGE, of tan color [adj] 

BEQUEST BEEQSTU legacy (something bequeathed) [n -S] 

BIBLIST BBIILST one who takes words of Bible literally [n -S] 

BIGGEST BEGGIST BIG, of considerable size [adj] 

BLAHEST ABEHLST BLAH, dull, unexciting [adj] 

BOLDEST BDELOST BOLD, daring [adj] 

BOMBAST ABBMOST pompous language [n -S] 

BONIEST BEINOST BONY, full of bones [adj] 

BOONEST BENOOST BOON, intimate [adj] 

BOSSEST BEOSSST BOSS, first-rate, excellent [adj] 

BOXIEST BEIOSTX BOXY, resembling box [adj] 

BRAVEST ABERSTV BRAVE, showing courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit) [adj] 

BRAWEST ABERSTW BRAW, splendid (magnificent) [adj] 

BRUTEST BERSTTU BRUTE, resembling animal; cruel [adj] 

BUFFEST BEFFSTU BUFF, having muscular physique [adj] 

BUMMEST BEMMSTU BUM, of little value; worthless [adj] 

BUNDIST BDINSTU member of bund [n -S] 

BUSIEST BEISSTU BUSY, occupied [adj] 

CAGIEST ACEGIST CAGEY, shrewd (having keen insight) [adj] / CAGY [adj] 

CAKIEST ACEIKST CAKEY, tending to form lumps [adj] / CAKY [adj] 

CALMEST ACELMST CALM, free from agitation [adj] 

CAMBIST ABCIMST dealer in bills of exchange [n -S] 

CASUIST ACISSTU one who resolves ethical problems [n -S] 

CELLIST CEILLST one who plays cello [n -S] 

CHEMIST CEHIMST one versed in chemistry [n -S] 

CHICEST CCEHIST CHIC, smartly stylish [adj] 

CHUTIST CHISTTU parachutist [n -S] 

CHYMIST CHIMSTY chemist (one versed in chemistry) [n -S] 

CINEAST ACEINST devotee of motion pictures [n -S] 
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CLADIST ACDILST taxonomist who uses clades in classifying life-forms [n -S] 

CLOSEST CELOSST CLOSE, near (situated within short distance) [adj] 

COEXIST CEIOSTX to exist together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COLDEST CDELOST COLD, having little or no warmth [adj] 

COMBUST BCMOSTU to burn (to destroy by fire) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPOST CMOOPST to fertilize [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONGEST CEGNOST to fill to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONSIST CINOSST to be made up or composed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONTEST CENOSTT to compete for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COOLEST CELOOST COOL, moderately cold [adj] 

COPYIST CIOPSTY imitator (one that imitates (to behave in same way as)) [n -S] 

COSIEST CEIOSST COSY, cozy (snug and comfortable) [adj] 

COSMIST CIMOSST supporter of cosmism [n -S] 

COULDST CDLOSTU CAN, to put in can (cylindrical container) [v] 

COWIEST CEIOSTW COWY, suggestive of cow [adj] 

COZIEST CEIOSTZ COZY, snug and comfortable [adj] 

CRUDEST CDERSTU CRUDE, unrefined (not refined (to free from impurities)) [adj] 

CULTIST CILSTTU member of cult [n -S] 

CURTEST CERSTTU CURT, abrupt (rudely brief) [adj] 

CYCLIST CCILSTY one who rides bicycle [n -S] 

CZARIST ACIRSTZ supporter of czarism [n -S] 

DADAIST AADDIST follower of dadaism [n -S] 

DAFTEST ADEFSTT DAFT, insane (mentally unsound) [adj] 

DAMNEST ADEMNST damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n -S] 

DAMPEST ADEMPST DAMP, moist (slightly wet) [adj] 

DANGEST ADEGNST DANG, damn [adj] 

DANKEST ADEKNST DANK, unpleasantly damp [adj] 

DARKEST ADEKRST DARK, having little or no light [adj] 

DARNEST ADENRST damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n -S] 

DEADEST ADDEEST DEAD, deprived of life [adj] 

DEAFEST ADEEFST DEAF, lacking sense of hearing [adj] 

DEAREST ADEERST DEAR, greatly loved [adj] / much-loved person [n -S] 

DEEPEST DEEEPST DEEP, extending far down from surface [adj] 

DEFFEST DEEFFST DEF, excellent [adj] 

DEFROST DEFORST to remove frost from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFTEST DEEFSTT DEFT, skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) [adj] 

DENSEST DEENSST DENSE, compact (closely and firmly united) [adj] 

DENTIST DEINSTT one who treats teeth [n -S] 

DEWIEST DEEISTW DEWY, moist with dew [adj] 

DIALIST ADIILST dialer (one that dials (to manipulate calibrated disk)) [n -S] 

DIARIST ADIIRST one who keeps diary (personal journal) [n -S] 

DICIEST CDEIIST DICEY, dangerous [adj] 

DIMMEST DEIMMST DIM, obscure (dark or indistinct) [adj] 

DISGUST DGISSTU to cause nausea or loathing in [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISMAST ADIMSST to remove mast of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIVESTS DEISSTV DIVEST, to strip or deprive of anything [v] 
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DOPIEST DEIOPST DOPEY, lethargic; stupid [adj] / DOPY [adj] 

DOTIEST DEIOSTT DOTY, stained by decay [adj] 

DOUCEST CDEOSTU DOUCE, sober, sedate [adj] 

DOUREST DEORSTU DOUR, sullen (showing brooding ill humor or resentment) [adj] 

DOZIEST DEIOSTZ DOZY, drowsy (sleepy (ready or inclined to sleep)) [adj] 

DUALIST ADILSTU adherent of dualism (philosophical theory) [n -S] 

DUELIST DEILSTU dueler (one that duels (to fight formally)) [n -S] 

DUFFEST DEFFSTU DUFF, worthless, useless [adj] 

DULLEST DELLSTU DULL, mentally slow [adj] 

DUMBEST BDEMSTU DUMB, incapable of speech [adj] 

DUNNEST DENNSTU DUN, of dull brown color [adj] 

DURMAST ADMRSTU European oak [n -S] 

EARNEST AEENRST down payment [n -S] 

EASIEST AEEISST EASY, not difficult [adj] 

EDGIEST DEEGIST EDGY, tense, nervous, or irritable [adj] 

EELIEST EEEILST EELY, resembling eel (snakelike fish) [adj] 

EERIEST EEEIRST EERIE, weird (mysteriously strange) [adj] / EERY [adj] 

EGGIEST EEGGIST EGGY, tasting or smelling of egg [adj] 

EGOTIST EGIOSTT conceited person [n -S] 

ELEGIST EEGILST one that writes elegies [n -S] 

ELITIST EIILSTT adherent of elitism (belief in rule by elite) [n -S] 

ELMIEST EEILMST ELMY, abounding in elms [adj] 

ENCRUST CENRSTU to cover with crust [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENDMOST DEMNOST farthest [adj] 

ENTRUST ENRSTTU to give over for safekeeping [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENTWIST EINSTTW to twist together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EPEEIST EEEIPST one who fences with epee [n -S] 

ETATIST AEISTTT ETATISM, state socialism [adj] 

EVENEST EEENSTV EVEN, flat and smooth [adj] 

EVILEST EEILSTV EVIL, morally bad [adj] 

EXHAUST AEHSTUX to use up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FABBEST ABBEFST FAB, fabulous (almost unbelievable) [adj] 

FADDIST ADDFIST faddish person [n -S] 

FAINEST AEFINST FAIN, glad (feeling pleasure) [adj] 

FAIREST AEFIRST FAIR, free from bias, dishonesty, or injustice [adj] 

FALSEST AEFLSST FALSE, contrary to truth or fact [adj] 

FANTAST AAFNSTT impractical person [n -S] 

FASCIST ACFISST advocate of fascism [n -S] 

FASTEST AEFSSTT FAST, moving or able to move quickly [adj] 

FATTEST AEFSTTT FAT, having abundance of flesh [adj] 

FAUNIST AFINSTU specialist on faunas [n -S] 

FAUVIST AFISTUV advocate of fauvism [n -S] 

FEATEST AEEFSTT FEAT, skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) [adj] 

FELLEST EEFLLST FELL, cruel (indifferent to pain of others) [adj] 

FIDEIST DEFIIST believer in fideism [n -S] 

FITTEST EFISTTT FIT, healthy (having good health) [adj] 
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FLORIST FILORST grower or seller of flowers [n -S] 

FLUTIST FILSTTU one who plays flute [n -S] 

FLYPAST AFLPSTY flyby (flight of aircraft close to specified place) [n -S] 

FOILIST FIILOST one who fences with foil (sword without cutting edges) [n -S] 

FONDEST DEFNOST FOND, having affection (fond attachment, devotion, or love) [adj] 

FOULEST EFLOSTU FOUL, offensive to senses [adj] 

FOXIEST EFIOSTX FOXY, crafty (skillful in deceiving) [adj] 

FOZIEST EFIOSTZ FOZY, too ripe [adj] 

FUGUIST FGISTUU one who composes fugues [n -S] 

FULLEST EFLLSTU FULL, filled completely [adj] 

FUMIEST EFIMSTU FUMY, producing or full of fumes [adj] 

FUNFEST EFFNSTU party for fun [n -S] 

FUNNEST EFNNSTU FUN, providing enjoyment [adj] 

GABFEST ABEFGST informal gathering for general talk [n -S] 

GAMIEST AEGIMST GAMEY, gamy (plucky (brave and spirited)) [adj] / GAMY [adj] 

GASHEST AEGHSST GASH, knowing (astute (shrewd (having keen insight))) [adj] 

GJETOST EGJOSTT hard brown cheese [n -S] 

GLUIEST EGILSTU GLUEY, resembling glue [adj] 

GNOMIST GIMNOST writer of aphorisms [n -S] 

GOLDEST DEGLOST GOLD, golden (of color of gold) [adj] 

GOOIEST EGIOOST GOOEY, sticky or viscid [adj] 

GORIEST EGIORST GORY, bloody (stained with blood) [adj] 

GRAVEST AEGRSTV GRAVE, extremely serious [adj] 

GRAYEST AEGRSTY GRAY, of color between white and black [adj] 

GREYEST EEGRSTY GREY, gray (of color between white and black) [adj] 

GYMNAST AGMNSTY one who is skilled in physical exercises [n -S] 

HADDEST ADDEHST HAVE, to hold as possession, privilege, or entitlement [v] 

HARDEST ADEHRST HARD, firm and unyielding [adj] 

HARPIST AHIPRST one that plays harp [n -S] 

HARVEST AEHRSTV to gather crop [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HAUTEST AEHSTTU HAUTE, high-class [adj] 

HAZIEST AEHISTZ HAZY, unclear (not clear (clean and pure)) [adj] 

HELIAST AEHILST Athenian judge [n -S] 

HEPPEST EEHPPST HEP, hip (aware of most current styles and trends) [adj] 

HICKEST CEHIKST HICK, characteristic of rural people [adj] 

HIGHEST EGHHIST HIGH, reaching far upward [adj] 

HIPPEST EHIPPST HIP, aware of most current styles and trends [adj] 

HOKIEST EHIKOST HOKEY, false; contrived [adj] 

HOLIEST EHILOST HOLY, having divine nature or origin [adj] 

HOMIEST EHIMOST HOMEY, homelike (suggestive of home) [adj] / HOMY [adj] 

HORNIST HINORST French horn player [n -S] 

HOTTEST EHOSTTT HOT, having high temperature [adj] 

HYGEIST EGHISTY expert in hygiene [n -S] 

HYMNIST HIMNSTY one who composes hymns [n -S] 

ICKIEST CEIIKST ICKY, repulsive [adj] 

IDYLIST DIILSTY writer of idyls [n -S] 
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IFFIEST EFFIIST IFFY, full of uncertainty [adj] 

IMAGIST AGIIMST adherent of imagism (movement in poetry) [n -S] 

IMPREST EIMPRST loan or advance of money [n -S] 

INANEST AEINNST INANE, nonsensical [adj] 

INBURST BINRSTU act of bursting inward [n -S] 

INCRUST CINRSTU to encrust (to cover with crust) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INKIEST EIIKNST INKY, resembling ink [adj] 

INQUEST EINQSTU legal inquiry [n -S] 

INTRUST INRSTTU to entrust (to give over for safekeeping) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INTWIST IINSTTW to entwist (to twist together) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IRATEST AEIRSTT IRATE, angry (feeling strong displeasure or hostility) [adj] 

IRONIST IINORST one who uses irony (use of words to express opposite of what is literally said) [n -S] 

JIMPEST EIJMPST JIMP, natty (neatly dressed) [adj] 

JIVIEST EIIJSTV JIVEY, jazzy, lively [adj] 

JOKIEST EIJKOST JOKEY, amusing [adj] / JOKY [adj] 

JUJUIST IJJSTUU follower of jujuism [n -S] 

JUSTEST EJSSTTU JUST, acting in conformity with what is morally good [adj] 

KEENEST EEEKNST KEEN, enthusiastic [adj] 

KINDEST DEIKNST KIND, having gentle, giving nature [adj] 

LACIEST ACEILST LACEY, lacy (resembling lacework (delicate openwork fabric)) [adj] / LACY, [adj] 

LAKIEST AEIKLST LAKY, of color of blood [adj] 

LAMBAST AABLMST to lambaste (to beat severely) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LANKEST AEKLNST LANK, long and slender [adj] 

LARGEST AEGLRST LARGE, of considerable size or quantity [adj] 

LAZIEST AEILSTZ LAZY, disinclined toward work or exertion [adj] 

LEANEST AEELNST LEAN, having little fat [adj] 

LEFTEST EEFLSTT LEFT, pertaining to side of body to north when one faces east [adj] 

LEFTIST EFILSTT advocate of leftism [n -S] 

LEWDEST DEELSTW LEWD, obscene (indecent (not decent (conforming to recognized standards of propriety))) [adj] 

LIEFEST EEFILST LIEF, willing (inclined or favorably disposed in mind) [adj] 

LIEVEST EEILSTV LIEVE, gladly (in glad (feeling pleasure) manner) [adv] 

LIMIEST EIILMST LIMY, resembling or containing lime [adj] 

LIMPEST EILMPST LIMP, lacking rigidity (state of being rigid (not flexible; strict, harsh)) [adj] 

LINIEST EIILNST LINEY, liny (resembling line) [adj] / LINY [adj] 

LITHEST EHILSTT LITHE, bending easily [adj] 

LOGIEST EGILOST LOGY, sluggish (displaying little movement or activity) [adj] 

LONGEST EGLNOST LONG, extending for considerable distance [adj] 

LOOKIST IKLOOST one that practices lookism [n -S] 

LOOSEST ELOOSST LOOSE, not firm, taut, or rigid [adj] 

LORNEST ELNORST LORN, abandoned [adj] 

LOUDEST DELOSTU LOUD, strongly audible [adj] 

LOVIEST EILOSTV LOVEY, fondly affectionate [adj] 

LUNIEST EILNSTU LUNY, loony (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj] 

LUSHEST EHLSSTU LUSH, abounding in vegetation [adj] 

MADDEST ADDEMST MAD, insane (mentally unsound) [adj] 

MATIEST AEIMSTT MATEY, companionable [adj] 
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MAZIEST AEIMSTZ MAZY, full of confusing turns and passages [adj] 

MEANEST AEEMNST MEAN, inferior in grade, quality, or character [adj] 

MEEKEST EEEKMST MEEK, lacking in spirit and courage [adj] 

METRIST EIMRSTT one who metrifies [n -S] 

MIDLIST DIILMST section of publisher's list of current titles [n -S] 

MIDMOST DIMMOST part exactly in middle [n -S] 

MILDEST DEILMST MILD, not harsh or rough [adj] 

MIRIEST EIIMRST MIRY, swampy (marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land))) [adj] 

MIRKEST EIKMRST MIRK, murk (dark (having little or no light)) [adj] 

MISCAST ACIMSST to cast in unsuitable role [v MISCAST, -ING, -S] 

MITIEST EIIMSTT MITY, infested with mites [adj] 

MOPIEST EIMOPST MOPEY, dejected [adj] / MOPY [adj] 

MOSTEST EMOSSTT most (greatest amount) [n -S] 

MURKEST EKMRSTU MURK, dark (having little or no light) [adj] 

NAFFEST AEFFNST NAFF, lacking taste or style [adj] 

NAIVEST AEINSTV NAIVE, lacking sophistication [adj] 

NARCIST ACINRST one given to narcism [n -S] 

NEAREST AEENRST NEAR, situated within short distance [adj] 

NEATEST AEENSTT NEAT, being in state of cleanliness and order [adj] 

NIGHEST EGHINST NIGH, near (situated within short distance) [adj] 

NOBLEST BELNOST NOBLE, possessing qualities of excellence [adj] 

NONPAST ANNOPST verb form that lacks inflection for past tense [n -S] 

NOSIEST EINOSST NOSEY, nosy (unduly curious) [adj] / NOSY [adj] 

NUDISTS DINSSTU NUDIST, advocate of nudism [n] 

NUMBEST BEMNSTU NUMB, lacking sensation [adj] 

OAKIEST AEIKOST OAKY, tasting of oak sap [adj] 

OATIEST AEIOSTT OATY, tasting or smelling of oats [adj] 

OCULIST CILOSTU physician who treats diseases of eye [n -S] 

OFFCAST ACFFOST castoff (discarded person or thing) [n -S] 

OILIEST EIILOST OILY, covered or soaked with oil [adj] 

OLOGIST GILOOST expert in particular ology [n -S] 

ONANIST AINNOST one who practices onanism (coitus deliberately interrupted to prevent insemination) [n -S] 

ONLIEST EILNOST only [adj] 

ONOMAST AMNOOST person who studies proper names [n -S] 

OOZIEST EIOOSTZ OOZY, containing or resembling soft mud or slime [adj] 

OPENEST EENOPST OPEN, affording unobstructed access, passage, or view [adj] 

ORALIST AILORST advocate of oralism [n -S] 

ORBIEST BEIORST ORBY, resembling circle or sphere [adj] 

ORGIAST AGIORST one who participates in orgy [n -S] 

OTOCYST COOSTTY organ of balance in many invertebrates [n -S] 

OUTCAST ACOSTTU one that is cast out [n -S] 

OUTFAST AFOSTTU to surpass in fasting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTLAST ALOSTTU to last longer than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTMOST MOOSTTU farthest out [adj] 

OUTPOST OOPSTTU body of troops stationed at distance from main body [n -S] 

OWLIEST EILOSTW OWLY, owlish (resembling owl (nocturnal bird)) [adj] 
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PACIEST ACEIPST PACEY, keeping fast pace (rate of speed) [adj] / PACY [adj] 

PALIEST AEILPST PALY, somewhat pale [adj] 

PALMIST AILMPST fortune-teller [n -S] 

PANNIST AINNPST person who plays steel drum [n -S] 

PATTEST AEPSTTT PAT, known thoroughly [adj] 

PELTAST AELPSTT soldier of ancient Greece [n -S] 

PERSIST EIPRSST to continue resolutely in some activity [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PERTEST EEPRSTT PERT, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

PIANIST AIINPST one who plays piano [n -S] 

PIETIST EIIPSTT pious person [n -S] 

PINIEST EIINPST PINEY, piny (suggestive of or covered with pine trees) [adj] / PINY [adj] 

PINKEST EIKNPST PINK, of pale reddish hue [adj] 

PIPIEST EIIPPST PIPY, shrill (having high-pitched and piercing quality) [adj] 

PLENIST EILNPST advocate of plenism [n -S] 

PODCAST ACDOPST to make program available in digital format for download over Internet [v -ED, -CAST, -ING, -S] 

POKIEST EIKOPST POKY, slow (moving with little speed) [adj] 

POLLIST ILLOPST poller (one that polls (to question for purpose of surveying public opinion)) [n -S] 

POLOIST ILOOPST polo player [n -S] 

POOREST EOOPRST POOR, lacking means of support [adj] 

POSHEST EHOPSST POSH, stylish or elegant [adj] 

POSIEST EIOPSST POSEY, pretentious [adj] 

POXIEST EIOPSTX POXY, afflicted with pox [adj] 

PRECAST ACEPRST to cast before placing into position [v PRECAST, -ING, -S] 

PRETEST EEPRSTT to give preliminary test to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRONEST ENOPRST PRONE, lying with front or face downward [adj] 

PROTEST EOPRSTT to express strong objection [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROTIST IOPRSTT any of group of unicellular organisms [n -S] 

PROVOST OOPRSTV high-ranking university official [n -S] 

PROWEST EOPRSTW PROW, brave (showing courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [adj] 

PUKIEST EIKPSTU PUKEY, resembling or suggestive of vomit [adj] 

PUNIEST EINPSTU PUNY, of inferior size, strength, or significance [adj] 

PUNKEST EKNPSTU PUNK, of inferior quality [adj] 

QUERIST EIQRSTU one who queries [n -S] 

RACIEST ACEIRST RACY, bordering on impropriety or indecency [adj] 

RADDEST ADDERST RAD, very appealing or good [adj] 

RANKEST AEKNRST RANK, strong and disagreeable in odor or taste [adj] 

RASHEST AEHRSST RASH, acting without due caution or forethought [adj] 

RAVIEST AEIRSTV RAVEY, characteristic of rave (all-night dance party with fast electronic music) [adj] 

REALEST AEELRST REAL, having actual existence [adj] 

REALIST AEILRST one who is concerned with fact or reality [n -S] 

REDDEST DDEERST RED, of color of blood [adj] 

REQUEST EEQRSTU to express desire for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETWIST EIRSTTW to twist again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REVUIST EIRSTUV writer of revues [n -S] 

RICHEST CEHIRST RICH, having wealth (great quantity of valuable material) [adj] 

RIMIEST EIIMRST RIMY, frosty (covered with frost) [adj] 
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ROPIEST EIOPRST ROPEY, ropy (resembling rope or ropes) [adj] / ROPY [adj] 

ROSIEST EIORSST ROSY, rose-colored [adj] 

RUBIEST BEIRSTU RUBY, of deep-red color [adj] 

RULIEST EILRSTU RULY, orderly [adj] 

RUMMEST EMMRSTU RUM, odd (unusual (not usual)) [adj] 

SABLEST ABELSST SABLE, dark, gloomy [adj] 

SACRIST ACIRSST person in charge of sacristy [n -S] 

SADDEST ADDESST SAD, unhappy (not happy (marked by joy)) [adj] 

SAGIEST AEGISST SAGY, flavored with sage [adj] 

SALTEST AELSSTT SALT, salty (tasting of or containing salt) [adj] 

SAMIEST AEIMSST SAMEY, lacking variety (something differing from others of same general kind) [adj] 

SAWDUST ADSSTUW small particles of wood produced in sawing [n -S] 

SEAREST AEERSST SEAR, sere (withered; dry) [adj] 

SEXIEST EEISSTX SEXY, arousing sexual desire [adj] 

SICKEST CEIKSST SICK, affected with disease or ill health [adj] 

SIZIEST EIISSTZ SIZY, viscid (thick and adhesive) [adj] 

SLOWEST ELOSSTW SLOW, moving with little speed [adj] 

SNIDEST DEINSST SNIDE, maliciously derogatory [adj] 

SOFTEST EFOSSTT SOFT, yielding readily to pressure [adj] 

SOLOIST ILOOSST one that performs solo [n -S] 

SOONEST ENOOSST SOON, in near future [adv] 

SOPHIST HIOPSST one that uses sophisms [n -S] 

SOUREST EORSSTU SOUR, sharp or biting to taste [adj] 

SPAREST AEPRSST SPARE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

SPASTIC ACIPSST one suffering from paralysis with muscle spasms [n -S] 

SPRIEST EIPRSST SPRY, nimble (agile (able to move quickly and easily)) [adj] 

SPRYEST EPRSSTY SPRY, nimble (agile (able to move quickly and easily)) [adj] 

STALEST AELSSTT STALE, not fresh (new (existing only short time)) [adj] 

STATIST AISSTTT adherent of statism (theory of government) [n -S] 

STYLIST ILSSTTY one who is master of literary or rhetorical style [n -S] 

SUAVEST AESSTUV SUAVE, smoothly affable and polite [adj] 

SUBSIST BISSSTU to continue to exist [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBTEST BESSTTU subdivision of test [n -S] 

SUGGEST EGGSSTU to bring or put forward for consideration [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUMOIST IMOSSTU sumo wrestler [n -S] 

SUNFAST AFNSSTU resistant to fading by sun [adj] 

TACHIST ACHISTT action painter [n -S] 

TALLEST AELLSTT TALL, having great height [adj] 

TANNEST AENNSTT TAN, brown from sun's rays [adj] 

TARTEST AERSTTT TART, having sharp, sour taste [adj] 

TAUTEST AESTTTU TAUT, fully stretched, so as not to be slack [adj] 

TELEOST EELOSTT bony fish [n -S] 

TEMPEST EEMPSTT to agitate violently [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TENNIST EINNSTT tennis player [n -S] 

TENSEST EENSSTT TENSE, taut (fully stretched, so as not to be slack) [adj] 

TERSEST EERSSTT TERSE, succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adj] 
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TIDIEST DEIISTT TIDY, neat and orderly [adj] 

TINIEST EIINSTT TINY, very small [adj] 

TONIEST EINOSTT TONEY, tony (stylish (fashionable)) [adj] / TONY [adj] 

TOPMAST AMOPSTT mast of ship [n -S] 

TOPMOST MOOPSTT highest (reaching far upward) [adj] 

TRITEST EIRSTTT TRITE, used so often as to be made commonplace [adj] 

TSARIST AIRSSTT czarist (supporter of czarism) [n -S] 

TUBAIST ABISTTU tuba player [n -S] 

TYPIEST EIPSTTY TYPEY, typy (characterized by strict conformance to characteristics of group) [adj] / TYPY [adj] 

TZARIST AIRSTTZ czarist (supporter of czarism) [n -S] 

UGLIEST EGILSTU UGLY, displeasing to sight [adj] 

UNBLEST BELNSTU not blest (to sanctify (to make holy)) [adj] 

UNDREST DENRSTU UNDRESS, to remove one's clothing [v] 

UNTWIST INSTTUW to untwine (to separate twisted or tangled parts of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPCOAST ACOPSTU up coast [adv] 

UTOPIST IOPSTTU utopian (one who believes in perfectibility of human society) [n -S] 

VAGUEST AEGSTUV VAGUE, not clearly expressed or understood [adj] 

VAINEST AEINSTV VAIN, filled with undue admiration for oneself [adj] 

VASTEST AESSTTV VAST, of great extent or size [adj] 

VERIEST EEIRSTV VERY, absolute (free from restriction) [adj] 

VIBISTS BIISSTV VIBIST, one who plays vibraphone [n] 

VINIEST EIINSTV VINY, covered with vines [adj] 

VIOLIST IILOSTV one who plays viol or viola [n -S] 

VODCAST ACDOSTV to make video files available for download over Internet [v VODCAST, -ED, -ING, -S] 

WACKEST ACEKSTW WACK, very bad [adj] 

WANIEST AEINSTW WANEY, wany (waning in some parts) [adj] / WANY [adj] 

WANNEST AENNSTW WAN, unnaturally pale [adj] 

WARIEST AEIRSTW WARY, watchful (closely observant or alert) [adj] 

WARMEST AEMRSTW WARM, moderately hot [adj] 

WATTEST AESTTTW WAT, wet (covered or saturated with liquid) [adj] 

WAVIEST AEISTVW WAVY, having waves [adj] 

WAXIEST AEISTWX WAXY, resembling wax [adj] 

WEAKEST AEEKSTW WEAK, lacking strength (capacity for exertion or endurance) [adj] 

WEBCAST ABCESTW to transmit sound and images via World Wide Web [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WETTEST EESTTTW WET, covered or saturated with liquid [adj] 

WHITEST EHISTTW WHITE, of color of pure snow [adj] 

WILDEST DEILSTW WILD, living in natural state [adj] 

WILIEST EIILSTW WILY, crafty (skillful in deceiving) [adj] 

WINIEST EIINSTW WINEY, winy (having taste or qualities of wine) [adj] / WINY [adj] 

WIRIEST EIIRSTW WIRY, resembling wire [adj] 

WOULDST DLOSTUW WILL, to decide upon [v] 

ZANIEST AEINSTZ ZANY, ludicrously comical [adj] 

ZOOIEST EIOOSTZ ZOOEY, resembling zoo (place where animals are kept for public exhibition) [adj] 

 


